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ABSTRACT 
 

Carbon-based nanostructures have been extensively studied over the years due to the interesting 

electronic, mechanical, and thermal properties of low dimension C-allotropes. Among this class of 

molecules, graphene derivatives have attracted particular attention due to the combination of excellent 

ballistic transport and structure-dependent properties. E.g., confinement in 1D leads to bad gap opening 

and edge effects. Therefore, it is possible to modify graphene to tune its properties for appropriate 

applications. Another way to modify the properties of C-based nanostructures is to couple them with 

either heteroatoms or transition metal (TM) atoms. Introduction of such dopants allows for the tuning 

of the electronic and chemical properties of the nanostructures. Cyclometallated complexes on 

surfaces, for example, could lead to the realization of a promising class of C-based nanostructures.  

 

Several methods have been explored to grow these materials. Among them, bottom-up approaches 

exploiting the surface assisted synthesis of nanostructures from precursor molecules self-assembled 

and subsequently polymerized by Ullmann coupling was found to produce better ordered and uniform 

1D/2D nanostructures.  

 

In this dissertation, I present my work on the synthesis and characterization of different C-based 

nanostructures and self-assemblies supported on Ag(110). The experiments are performed under UHV 

conditions and the samples are characterized by LT-STM and XPS. High resolution XPS and NEXAFS 

data acquired at the Aloisa beamline of ELETTRA synchrotron radiation source and theoretical models 

based in DFT calculations performed by partners in UNIMIB complement my analysis to provide a 

complete description of the systems.  

 

I will first describe my investigation of achiral GNRs synthesized from 1,6-dibromopyrene. 

Specifically, I will report on the stability of these GNRs showing that they react when exposed to 

oxygen under controlled conditions and that the morphology of the surface changes considerably under 

exposure. Furthermore, Ag-O complexes appear on the surface and in between the GNRs, effectively 

enlarging the gap between ribbons.  

 

Then, I will discuss the interaction of the Pd cyclometallated complex [(5-bromo-2-

phenylpyridine)Pd(μ-Cl)]2 with Ag(110). I underline that these molecules are of large use in catalysis 

but their interaction with metal surfaces has not been explored so far. I found an unexpected chemistry 

induced by the interaction with Ag(110). Indeed, my data suggests the fragmentation of the molecule 

and, with the right conditions, cross coupling to form a new compound. More information can be 

retrieved from comparison between the behaviour of the brominated and hydrogenated versions of the 

same compound.  
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2 INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART 
 

Carbon allotropes are a particularly interesting and thoroughly studied class of materials in a variety 

of fields like chemistry, materials science, and engineering. Allotropes like graphene, carbon 

nanotubes, nanoribbons, “bucky balls,” etc... have properties that directly depend on their size, shape, 

and functionalization. Graphene is one of the most popular carbon allotropes; it consists of a single 

layer of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms in a honeycomb lattice and it possesses mechanical, electronic, 

and optical properties that make it a promising material for several applications. Some of these 

properties include high intrinsic charge mobility, high electrical and thermal conductivity, high optical 

transparency, and high tensile strength. However, while some of these properties (including excellent 

ballistic transport of charge carriers) make graphene suitable for devices where high electrical 

conductivity is needed (e.g., electrodes), the absence of an electronic band gap prevents its use in 

nanoelectronics, for which a semiconducting behaviour is required.  

 

For this reason, the attention moved to low-dimensional carbon-based nanostructures such as carbon 

nanotubes and graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). GNRs, as the name implies, are graphene-like, one-

dimensional (1D) nanostructures narrower than 10 nm. [1–5] They are of particular interest because 

the quantum confinement of the electrons and the presence of different edge geometries (with possible 

associated electronic states) cause a bandgap opening, while still retaining the ballistic transport of 

charge carriers. 

 

Another possibility to modify the properties of C-based nanostructures and many carbon allotropes in 

general is to couple the carbon-based species with other atoms. It is well-established that C-based 

nanostructures can be doped with hetero-atoms to tune their electronic and chemical properties [6]. 

Most studies concern doping carbon nanostructures with non-metal atoms (e.g., N, P, S, B). The 

introduction of transition metal (TM) atoms in the carbon network could be even more interesting, 

since TM containing C-networks are predicted to have interesting electronic and catalytic properties.  

Organometallic compounds, particularly complexes of the group 10 elements in solution, are already 

popular due to their widespread use in numerous applications such as catalytic synthetic processes [7–

9], biochemistry [10–12] and materials science [13,14]. For example, many palladium complexes have 

been extensively studied as catalysts in several cross-coupling reactions [15,16]. While advancements 

have been made on the synthesis of transition metal (TM) complexes with specific properties, our 

understanding about their interactions with surfaces especially on metals is still limited. However, their 

coupling to a surface is challenging, since it could lead to a breakthrough in catalysis and sensoristics. 

These new and low-cost materials could, in principle, replace currently used catalysts based on 

precious transition metals, with interesting applications in sensoristics and nanocatalysis.  

 

Multiple methods were developed to synthesize C-based nanostructures. GNRs, for example, can be 

synthesized using several top-down methods, which include sonication,[1]  lithography[17] and 

unzipping of carbon nanotubes (CNTs).[18,19] These approaches allow for a relatively easy 

production of graphenic, low dimensional nanostructures. However, these products often have a 

relatively poor quality in terms of uniformity and defectivity at the edges. Since regularity of shape 

and size is required for a variety of applications, and in particular for nanoelectronics, an alternative 

on-surface bottom-up approach appears more promising. [20–23]  It usually exploits the surface 
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assisted polymerization of a molecular precursor (often a halogenated aromatic compound) catalyzed 

by a metal surface. The process occurs in two steps since the so-called Ullman-coupling reaction is 

followed by cyclodehydrogenation and formation of new C-C bonds. [24–27] One of the first precursor 

molecules to be successfully employed specifically to synthesize GNRs was 10,10′-dibromo-9,9′-

bianthracene (DBBA). DBBA polymerizes forming N=7 GNRs with armchair edges.[22]  

Eventually, a wide variety of halogenated and non-halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons [28,29] has 

been employed to synthesize GNRs with well-defined width and edge sites, either armchair, zig-

zag,[30] mixed[23] or cove.[28] Chiral GNRs could also be produced starting from DBBA on 

Cu(111).[21]  

 

Forming C nanostructures with an on-surface bottom-up approach does come with peculiarities. The 

final product is dependent on several factors, including the nature and geometry of the metallic 

substrate [22,31,32] and the structure of the precursor molecule.[21–23,28,33–35] The choice of the 

proper compound is essential, since not all possible candidates are suitable and/or stable enough on 

the surface to allow for the dehydrogenation and C-C coupling processes leading to the formation of 

extended graphenic nanostructures. Polymerization occurs via C-C coupling, with or without the 

formation of organometallic intermediates involving substrate atoms. In a common situation, the 

reactants present a C-halogen bond, which breaks at the metal surface. The unsaturated C atom can 

form either an organometallic intermediate with a metal atom of the surface (Ullmann coupling) or 

directly a new C-C bond with another dissociated precursor molecule, while the dissociated halogen 

atom binds to the surface. As an example, we mention the case of 1,5 di-bromo-tetracene (DBT) and 

1,6 di-bromo-pyrene (DBP), two halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons with similar molecular weight 

and different geometry. We previously produced ordered arrays of GNRs on Ag(110) from DBP 

polymerization,[23] while desorption prevails for DBT on the same substrate.[36] On the other hand, 

the use of Br-corannulene on Ag(110) leads to the formation of C-based dimers which do not have the 

spectroscopic signature of graphene because of the non-planar geometry of the precursor molecule.[35] 

Indeed, with respect to chemical reactions in solution, the process can lead to different reaction steps, 

and possibly to different reaction products, due to 2D confinement and to the active role of the 

substrate. 

 

My research enters this field since it involves the study of GNRs and metal-doped C-based layers 

supported on Ag(110).  

 

In my first year, I investigated the stability of graphene nanoribbons synthesized from 1,6-

dibromopyrene (1,6 DBP). The growth protocol was already well established by the research group. I 

started by characterizing these nanoribbons in terms of their morphology and electronic structure as 

well as their interaction with oxygen.[37] The possible chemical activity of these GNRs is important 

because of the potential applications of these GNRs, that need to be stable under operative conditions. 

While it is expected for our GNRs to be chemically inert due to the saturation of all edge sites with 

hydrogen, studies suggest that some edge site configurations, such as zigzag edges, can still be prone 

to attack by reactive species such as oxygen [38]. In addition, it should be possible to transfer GNRs 

from the native metal substrate to the suitable substrate for the desired application. Usually, they can 

be successfully transferred using techniques similar to those employed for graphene films but, if the 

nanostructures are produced under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, this implies exposure to 
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ambient pressure and to liquid solvents.[39] For 7- and 9-AGNRs, the transfer process does not modify 

the characteristics of the nanostructures. On the contrary, bottom-up synthesis of 7-AGNRs under less 

stringent vacuum conditions (P=10-6 mbar)[40] is deeply affected by the presence of a residual partial 

pressure of water and oxygen. A detailed understanding of these processes is lacking but it is necessary 

to determine the structure and electronic properties of the nanoribbons after transfer onto the desired 

substrate and how these properties are affected by the substrate change. For the GNRs mentioned in 

this dissertation, I report on the effect of oxygen exposure on the GNRs as seen using scanning 

tunnelling microscopy (STM) and X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS). The effects include an 

increase in the spacing between adjacent GNRs but also a partial modification of the Ag(110) substrate 

with the formation of Ag-O complexes and evidence of oxygen reacting with the GNRs along the edge 

sites.[37] 

 

In a second step, I investigated the possibility to form extended carbon networks involving 

organometallic complexes. As precursor, I used a palladium cyclometallated complex, [(5-bromo-2-

phenylpyridine)Pd(μ-Cl)]2 (CyPd in the following), which I deposited on Ag(110). As mentioned 

earlier, the interaction of TM complexes with surfaces hasn’t been extensively explored so far. 2D 

networks doped with TM atoms could be made by the reaction of suitable precursors on nanoporous 

carbon materials, which were then demonstrated to be efficient towards the oxygen oxidation reaction, 

for example [41]. Similarly, Pd(II)-based 2D mesoporous covalent organic frameworks have been 

recently synthesized and successfully employed as eco-friendly heterogeneous photocatalysts for CO2 

cycloaddition [42]. Much less experimental information is available for supported 2D and 1D 

nanostructures. TM atoms could be inserted a posteriori once the C-layer has already been produced. 

However, due to their high surface energy, they can be unstable and cluster together. Alternatively, 

TM atoms can be introduced in the network during its formation using suitable organometallic 

precursors. In this case, stabilization of the TM is achieved via the presence of other non-metallic 

elements, such as nitrogen (e.g. by N-TM-C bonds). Theoretical models of such hybrid metal/non-

metal/carbon networks suggest promising results, while the development of such systems and their 

understanding at the fundamental level (including a detailed characterization of their morphological, 

electronic, and chemical properties) is still lacking.  

To the best of my knowledge, I deposited a Pd cyclometallated compound on a metal substrate for the 

first time. The idea is to potentially observe the formation of uniform and extended self-assemblies 

because of the interaction between the molecules and the substrate. The dinuclear Pd complex was 

chosen for its planar structure and its high thermal stability, besides bearing two metal atoms/molecule. 

The organic ligand was brominated, aiming at a surface-assisted organization, as we previously 

observed for bromoarenes [23,43]. Since, as mentioned before, there is no previous literature on this 

topic, I focused my attention on the stability of the compound upon adsorption and on the change in 

molecular conformation, with the aim of evaluating if the system can be suitable as a model for 

catalytic studies.  

 

I characterized the CyPd/Ag(110) system upon deposition of the molecules at room temperature (RT) 

and subsequent annealing up to 500°C by combining the morphological information provided by 

scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) with the chemical one derived from X-ray photoemission 

spectroscopy (XPS) measurements. Based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations done by 
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our collaborators in UNIMIB, I propose a reaction mechanism and an adsorption model, which are 

then validated by simulated STM images and by a Near Edge Adsorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) 

analysis. Results indicate a complex chemistry at the surface: the Ag surface promotes dissociation of 

CyPd in two phenyl-pyridine (phe-pyr) fragments. Each fragment is coordinated by an Ag adatom 

provided by the substrate, thus forming a network of organometallic compounds, while the Pd atoms 

migrate in the subsurface region. The dissociated halogen atoms are stabilized on the surface by Ag 

atoms. The final configuration is more complex than expected, giving rise to two very distinct systems 

for sub and full monolayer coverage of CyPd on Ag(110). This difference depends, most likely, on the 

adsorption kinetics, i.e. on the sublimation rate of the molecules. A full monolayer of CyPd molecules 

resulted in the formation of diphenyl-bipyridine units upon heating along with extensive surface 

reconstruction, while an ordered arrrangment of Phe-Pyr units saturated on Ag(110) is observed at sub-

ML coverage.  

 

I also included here studying CyPd on Ag(110) deposited at cryogenic temperatures as well as studying 

unbrominated CyPd ([(2-phenylpyridine)Pd(μ-Cl)]2 or CyPd_2) and reporting on features in 

comparison with CyPd. The results I mention here give a deeper understanding of the chemistry 

between metal surfaces and Pd cyclometallated complexes and elucidate the electronic and chemical 

properties of this class of materials. 

Finally, I end my dissertation with a brief mention of the work I did at the Centro de Fisica de 

Materiales in Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain, during my 10 weeks internship. The project was about 

the characterization of Co-coordinated cyano-functionalized chiral GNRs (Co+CN-chGNRs) on 

Au(111) and their reactivity with oxygen. The motivation behind the study is to determine the viability 

of using TM-coordinated GNRs in sensoristics. Characterization of the as synthesized GNRs and the 

same GNRs after oxygen exposure were also done using LT-STM and STS under UHV conditions 

like in my own projects mentioned earlier. The inclusion of the work we performed in Spain is very 

much warranted here because it is in line with the rest of the studies I have conducted on C-based 

nanostructures and fit the theme of my dissertation on the chemistry of such 2D systems.  
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3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

3.1 ULTRA-HIGH VACUUM (UHV) SYSTEMS OVERVIEW 
 

All the apparatuses I used to conduct my experiments are housed in ultra-high vacuum chambers that 

are maintained at a pressure better than 2x10-9 mbar by using a variety of pumps. I worked with a UHV 

chamber that houses a low temperature scanning tunnelling microscope (LT-STM) and with another 

that houses an X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) system. Both chambers also contain the 

necessary tools and equipment for in situ manipulation, cleaning, and preparation of the sample (e.g., 

deposition of molecules, exposure to gases).  

 

The LT-STM setup is schematically represented in Figure 1. The STM is manufactured by Createc. It 

can be separated into discrete sections by gate valves (marked by “X”), in order to perform sample 

preparation or insertion from the fast entry lock without affecting the rest of the system. A more 

detailed discussion of the LT-STM setup can be found in the next sections. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the LT-STM chamber (Createc)- Top view. 

 

The schematic of the XPS apparatus is shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Schematic of the XPS chamber (Omicron) created in AutoCAD (c/o Simone Passaglia and Giovanni Carraro) 

In the next section, I will explain ultra-high vacuum conditions and how to achieve them before 

discussing each experimental chambers (LT-STM, XPS) in more detail. 

 

3.1.1 Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
 

The tools and techniques that I need to conduct experiments in both the LT-STM and XPS chambers 

require the system to be in ultra-high vacuum to function properly and produce data reliably. UHV is 

defined as the pressure range from 10-7 to 10-12 mbar. This level of vacuum is achieved using a series 

of pumps. UHV makes it possible to do experiments that probe molecule-surface interactions like STM 

and XPS without the interference of other molecules in the atmosphere, that could impinge on and 

contaminate the surface. The level of vacuum or residual pressure inside the chamber determines the 

amount of time that a sample could stay relatively free of contaminants and therefore the length of any 

given experiment. For instance, one can derive the flux of particles on a surface defined by the number 

of collisions per unit area per unit time given the pressure, temperature, and mass of the gas particles 

in the chamber. This flux is described by the Hertz-Knudsen equation: 
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𝐹 =
1

4
𝑛𝑐 =

𝑃

√2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝑇
 [
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑚2 ∙ 𝑠
] 

 

where 𝑛 =
𝑁

𝑉
=

𝑃

𝑘𝑇
 is the molecular gas density, 𝑐 = √

8𝑘𝑇

𝑚𝜋
 is the molecular mean velocity coming 

from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, m is the molecular mass, P is the partial pressure in the gas 

phase, T is the gas temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s constant (k = 1.38 x 10-23 J/K). Using this 

equation, one can make an approximation of how much time the sample stays clean. For example, 

carbon monoxide (CO) is always present in trace quantities in the vacuum chamber, likely from the 

chamber walls. CO flux is 2.88 ∙ 1015 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑚2∙𝑠
 when the residual pressure of the chamber is at 𝑃 =

1 ∙ 10−9𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟. Since the atomic surface density of Ag(110) 𝑖𝑠 8.46 ∙ 1018 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑚2 ), this means that, on 

average, each surface unit cell of Ag(110) gets hit by a CO molecule once every hour. If CO had a 

sticking probability of 1, then the whole sample would be covered by a monolayer of CO in 1 hour. 

Therefore, it is important to maintain as high a vacuum as possible to produce reliably clean samples 

for instruments like STM and XPS. 

  

Another reason for using UHV is the need to employ electron/ion/particle-based techniques, such as 

XPS. In this case, charged particles must have a mean free path long enough to run the distance 

between the source and the target/detector (i.e., tens of cm) without scattering against molecules of the 

atmosphere and getting absorbed. This is especially important for cleaning samples by sputtering ions 

or for collecting photoemission electrons coming from a sample.  

3.1.2 Pumping systems 
 

The combination of vacuum pumps (mechanical, chemical, etc.) utilized by both chambers (LT-STM 

and XPS) is optimized to achieve and maintain UHV. In the LT-STM chamber as seen in the scheme 

of Figure 1, initial vacuum is produced by a scroll pump (1) (Varian, pumping speed 4.2 m3/h). Then 

ultra high vacuum is achieved using a molecular pump (2) (Alcatel 7.5 L/s) and a turbomolecular pump 

(3) (Leybold 330 L/s) connected directly to the preparation chamber. At this stage, the pressure inside 

the preparation chamber should reach 1 ∙ 10−9 mbar after a bake out. There is also a turbomolecular 

pump (4) (Agilent 70 L/s) connected to the fast entry lock (FEL), that is connected in parallel to (3). 

(4) is used to pump the side chamber for inserting items into the preparation chamber and to purge all 

the gas lines. Besides the mechanical pumps, the preparation chamber also houses an ion pump, a 

titanium sublimation pump, and a cryogenic panel (or cold trap) contained in (5) (see Figure 1). Since 

this section contains only capture pumps, which operate exclusively in the UHV regime, can be 

manually isolated from the rest of the chamber with a gate valve whenever the pressure in the 

preparation chamber needs to be increased above 5·10-8 mbar. The pumps located in (5) are necessary 

to reach and maintain ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions in the chamber especially during STM 

measurements, when all mechanical pumps must be switched off.   

 

The XPS chamber operates in a similar fashion as the STM chamber albeit without the internal 

separation between preparation and analysis chamber. Pumping the chamber to UHV also begins with 

a rotary pump (Leybold 25 m3/h). UHV is achieved by a single turbomolecular pump (Varian 550 L/s). 

An additional small turbomolecular pump (Elettrorava 54 L/s) is used to pump the FEL and to purge 

the gas lines.  

 

Describing the process to achieve UHV in more detail, one always starts with a rough pump (a scroll 

pump in my case). A scroll pump operates by compressing air between two interlocking scrolls (one 

stationary and one rotating) forcing the air out. This allows to lower the chamber pressure down to ~ 
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10-2 mbar (medium vacuum). For our purposes, an initial low vacuum is required for the proper 

operation of the subsequent vacuum stages. 

 

The turbomolecular pumps can be switched on once a medium vacuum is achieved. They force air in 

a preferred direction by momentum transfer. Alternating rotors and static blades at varying inclination 

compress the air and maintain a massive pressure gradient between intake and exhaust. In principle, 

turbomolecular pumps can achieve pressures as low as 10-10 or even 10-11 mbar. They contribute a 

considerable amount of mechanical noise, however. This is not an issue in some applications, but for 

probe microscopy as well as for achieving even better vacuum, static pumps like ion pumps and TSPs 

complement mechanical pumps such as by maintaining vacuum while the mechanical pumps are off 

during STM measurements.  

 

Speaking of entrapment pumps, an ion pump works by, as the name suggests, ionizing molecules in 

the gas phase. High voltages (from 3 to 7 kV) are used to accelerate ions against a cathode. Strong 

magnetic fields then deflect the ionized gas through cells coated with a Ti film which the ions react to 

and prevent from returning into the rest of the chamber. The layout of the magnets is such that the path 

taken by the ions and electrons are long enough, increasing the probability of ionizing more molecules 

before getting adsorbed by the Ti film. 

 

Another entrapment pump present in both the STM and XPS chambers is the titanium sublimation 

pump (TSP). It operates by sublimating titanium on a cold wall. The Ti film reacts with residual 

molecules in the chamber like how an ion pump operates. The Ti film is generated by resistively 

heating a Ti-Mo filament (~50 A), which sublimates titanium. This pump is particularly effective 

removing residual H2, water, and other smaller molecules which is more difficult for the mechanical 

pumps to evacuate.  

 

Lastly, it is worth mentioning that, the double walled cryostat of the LT-STM has the main purpose of 

cooling down the STM but it acts also as a cryopump.  

 

3.1.3 UHV chambers specifics and attached instrumentation: LT-STM 
 

The LT-STM hangs from a double-walled cryostat and is shielded by a double Al screen which is then 

in contact with the cryostat. The cryostat is composed of two coaxial thermally isolated cylinders. The 

outer part (12L) is filled with liquid nitrogen (LN2) while the inner core is filled with either LN2 or 

liquid helium (LHe). This configuration allows to cool down the STM to cryogenic temperatures 

during experiments – either to 77 K using LN2 or to 5 K using LHe in the inner cryostat. For the 

experiments I have included in this dissertation, all STM results were taken at LN2 temperature/77K. 

The LT-STM chamber is mounted on pneumatic feet that allow it to be decoupled from the floor and 

reduce vibrations and other mechanical noises that might affect measurements. The preparation and 

STM chambers can be isolated from each other using a gate valve to minimize contamination of the 

STM during sample preparation. The actual STM chamber I have used is shown in Figure 3 with 

notable components labelled/highlighted.  
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Figure 3 LT-STM with notable parts labelled and highlighted 

In particular, I mention:  

 

a. fast entry lock (FEL) which for this chamber is to the side of the preparation chamber and 

pumped by the small turbo. The transfer rod for this FEL is regularly dismounted and reattached 

only during introduction or extraction of samples or tips into the preparation chamber. 

b. The leak valves and gas lines that serve to dose specific amounts of gases (ex. CO, O2, Ne) for 

a variety of applications (sputtering, chemical reactions). In some cases, they are connected to 

a doser brough at 1 cm from the surface during exposure, in order to increase the local pressure 

of the specific gas at the sample.  

c. The sputtering gun, used to clean samples by ion bombardment.  

d. The storage unit inside the preparation chamber, which houses multiple sample holders and 

tips for convenient storage in the chamber when not in use.  

e. The homemade evaporator that is used to sublimate organic molecules onto the sample  (see 

Figure 4). It consists of a tantalum crucible which is resistively heated. The evaporator setup is 

differentially pumped and can be retracted and isolated with a gate valve. This allows for 

transfer of the evaporator from the LT-STM to the XPS chamber. The same evaporator was 

brought to the ALOISA beamline in Trieste, Italy. 
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Figure 4. The molecular evaporator 

 

f. The quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) (socket labelled), used to check the quality of 

residual gas, especially during outgassing of the molecules, and the purity of gases introduced 

into the preparation chamber. The QMS is internally mounted however the electronics are 

typically detached when not in use. 

g. The four degrees of freedom manipulator (Figure 5), that serves several basic key functions 

such as: 

 

1. Positioning the sample and sample holder in different parts of the preparation chamber 

depending on the operation required (such as sputtering, deposition, etc.), 

2. Inserting and removing the sample holder from the STM, 

3. Collecting and placing samples in the sample bay or on the FEL, 

4. Providing electrical and thermal connections to the sample. 

 

The manipulator arm terminates with a clamping mechanism shaped like a T (hence called a T-bar) 

which extends and retracts to grab a suitably designed sample holder (see Figure 5). These objects 

have a slot on the top side where the T bar can slide from above and clamp in place. 6 electrical contacts 

in the form of pins stick out from the underside of the manipulator arm. As mentioned earlier, these 

pins provide electrical connections for the heating element and the thermocouple when the sample is 

attached to the manipulator. There are also equivalent pins on the inside of the STM to provide 

electrical contact to the sample while inside the STM (grounding, setting the voltage bias).   
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Figure 5 manipulator arm with a sample of Ag(110) 

 
Figure 6. Schematics and actual image of the sample holder (Createc design) used by the LT-STM; a) is a top down view of the sample 

holder with the parts labelled, b) the sample holder clamped to the manipulator arm, c) is a side view of the sample holder showing the 

hook that helps position the sample holder inside the STM and d) is the connection layout on the ceramic contact plate connecting the 

sample to heating, thermocouple, and of course to bias the sample in STM.  

 

The sample holder (see Figure 6a to d) has a special design specific to Createc hardware. It is made of 

copper and it is gold plated for better oxidation resistance. The sample, a hat-shaped disk 8 mm in 

diameter is clamped on a button heater. This pair is then fixed in the middle of the sample holder using 

two fitted sapphire crystals which provide thermal conduction and electrical insulation (Figure 6a). 

Finally, the filaments and thermocouple wires are bonded to the button heater/sample, respectively. 

On the other side, they are welded on the copper pads of a ceramic plate, which provide the electrical 

connection with the pins of the manipulator. These pins press against the contact pads on the sample 

holder. The specific connection layout and function of each pad and pin are mentioned in Figure 6d. 

Suitable ceramic parts ensure that the button heater and the sample are electrically isolated from the 

rest of the sample holder. 
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Figure 7. The internal STM scanner based on a modified Besocke type; left (L) is a view at an angle and right (R) is a front view of the 

STM with the tip, piezo elements, spring, and electrical contacts clearly visible. The housing receives the sample in the cavity in the 

middle with the electrical contacts aligning with the ones on the sample holder. When in operation, the tip is moved by piezo elements 

found on the periphery supporting a ceramic disk where the tip is in the center (large lateral movement) as well as the piezo on the tip 

itself (Z height). 

 

The housing containing the STM tip or scanner can be seen in Figure 7. The scanner is manufactured 

by Createc and the layout of this scanner is based on an inverted Besocke Beetle type (Figure 7). In an 

inverted Besocke type layout, the STM tip hangs magnetically attached to a central piezo which in turn 

is mounted on a base plate. The base plate is supported by three piezoelectric legs while the sample is 

below. The three piezoelectric legs or pillars are responsible for the lateral displacement or coarse 

movement (X,Y) and approach (Z) of the tip to the sample. The base plate supporting the central piezo 

and tip is divided into three sectors. The thickness of each sector increases linearly as you rotate, 

forming a ramp. Movement is achieved by the piezos letting the base plate or ramp slip and rotate into 

the desired position. This slip-stick motion is possible because in between the ramp and the piezo legs 

are ceramic (sapphire) balls, providing enough slip for the base plate to move precisely and therefore 

to move the tip into the desired position. As the three outer piezos are responsible for larger tip 

movements, the central piezo governs fine displacement. When the tip has approached and in 

tunnelling mode, the central piezo typically governs the regulation of the tip height (Z; main scanning 

mode). The lateral (X,Y) and the Z movement is decoupled for this STM. For moving the tip in the 

X,Y plane, one can use either the main scanning mode like with the Z control (central piezo) or coarse 

scanning mode using the three outer piezos. For the experiments here I always used coarse scanning 

mode for X and Y and main scanning mode for Z. This setup is ideal due to the lower distortion induced 

by the coarse mode and the better response of the main scanning mode for fine height adjustment. The 

tunnelling current is measured at the tip while a bias voltage is applied to the sample. Control software 

for the STM, PSTMAFM, is provided by Createc. The signal chain for the STM goes from the tip → 

amplifier → A/D (analog to digital) converter → DSP (digital signal processor) → computer. Other 

electronics include a separate amplifier for piezo movement, an amplifier for the bias voltage, a lock-

in amplifier for spectroscopy, and D/A (digital to analog) converters for the piezos and bias voltage. 
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Lastly, to achieve further mechanical stability, the entire scanner assembly/housing can be decoupled 

mechanically from the rest of the UHV chamber. It hangs from the bottom of the cryostat by three 

springs. Besides that, as mentioned earlier the whole chamber rests on pneumatic feet for more 

mechanical stability and that the STM can be cooled down to cryogenic temperatures. Operating at 

low temperatures has some obvious advantages. One, because of the cold screens, the pressure inside 

the STM is actually better than the rest of the chamber. This means that samples inside the STM stay 

uncontaminated for a longer period of time. Another advantage of scanning at low temperatures is the 

reduced thermal drift experienced by the system. The added stability allows one to scan a nanoscale 

area for extended periods, enabling one to acquire data such as bias dependence or dI/dV maps of the 

same spot for some time. Lastly, low temperatures allow one to investigate systems where adsorbates 

have low diffusion barriers. The setup effectively freezes surface diffusion of these adsorbates 

allowing them to be imaged.  

 

3.1.4 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy: Theory and Operation  
 

In this section I would now briefly discuss the working operation and theory behind STM.  

 

G. Binnig and H. Rohrer developed this technique in 1981, and it soon became a widely used tool in 

the field of surface science [44–46]. In STM, a conductive probe scans over the sample measuring the 

current over an electrically conductive or semiconductive surface (Figure 8). The measured tunnelling 

current depends on the surface electronic density. From this, information such as morphology (Z 

height), and local density of states (dI/dV) of the surface can be determined while scanning. The STM 

typically utilizes an atomically sharp tip made from a metal (usually Tungsten) or a metal alloy (usually 

Platinum/Iridium). The STM generates an image of the surface of the sample with the tip hovering 

only a few angstroms above the sample. The lateral and vertical movement of the tip is controlled by 

the piezoelectric elements of the STM. A voltage is applied to the relevant piezo to deflect the tip in 

the right direction. These piezos act as very precise actuators of the tip. The tunnelling current, which 

is governed by the quantum behaviour of the electrons (to be elaborated later), is strongly dependent 

on the physical distance between the tip and the sample and varies by roughly one order of magnitude 

per angstrom. Tunnelling currents are typically of tens of picoamps, therefore a femto amplifier is used 

to amplify the signal for measurement. This gives typical STM setups resolutions of up to 1 Å laterally 

(x,y) and 100 picometers vertically. Lastly, measurements can be done using the bare metal tip or the 

tip can also be functionalized by a small molecule such as CO to further “sharpen” the tip. The 

experiments I conducted in Spain on Co-coordinated GNRs were conducted specifically with a Co-

functionalized tip. These experiments will be elaborated in the Appendix section of my dissertation. 
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Figure 8 Visualization of how an STM works 

 

 

3.1.4.1 Tunnelling effect 
 

The tunnelling effect is a quantum phenomenon for which small particles such as electrons have a non-

zero probability of crossing a potential energy barrier even though it is higher than the kinetic energy 

of the particle itself. In other words, electrons can cross regions that are physically speaking, classically 

forbidden for them to do so. An example of this barrier is the vacuum (gap) between the tip of and 

STM and the sample being measured. STM takes advantage of the quantum tunnelling effect since 

electrons can tunnel between two electrodes (the tip and the sample) at a few Angstroms distance. If 

the barrier is thin enough, the electronic wavefunctions of the tip and the sample can overlap and an 

effective current can be measured due to this tunnelling effect. 

 

In a simplified model, we can describe the quantum tunnelling process using a 1D system with a 

potential barrier of width d and potential energy V0. We split the model into three regions (see Figure 

7, top panel) : regions I (the tip) and III (the sample), in which electrons are free particles, and region 

II (the vacuum in between), in which a barrier is present. An electron of mass m and energy E trying 

to cross the barrier (region I -> II -> III) can be described using a wavefunction Ψ. Ψ𝐼  is the 

wavefunction of the electron in region I (see Figure 9). Then, we solve the Schrödinger equations 

located in the three regions I, II and III to determine the propagation of the wavefunction and calculate 

the probability of the electron to tunnel into region III.  
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Figure 9. A diagram of the quantum tunneling effect as described by the electronic wavefunction to the left, inside and to the right of the 

potential barrier; in regions I and III, the electron behaves like a free particle while in region II where V0 ≥ E, the amplitude of the 

wavefunction (when squared gives the probability density) decays exponentially.[47] 

 

 

Region I:  

−
ℏ

2𝑚

𝑑2Ψ𝐼

𝑑𝑥2
= 𝐸Ψ𝐼 

Ψ𝐼 = 𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑥 + 𝐴𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑥 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 = √
2𝑚𝐸

ℏ2
 

 

To normalize the wavefunction (calculating the probability we find the electron in that region) we 

take the absolute square of the wavefunction 

 

Ψ𝐼
∗Ψ𝐼 = |Ψ𝐼|

2 

∫ |Ψ𝐼|
2𝑑𝑥

∞

−∞

= 1 

 

Region II: 

−
ℏ

2𝑚

𝑑2Ψ𝐼𝐼

𝑑𝑥2
+ 𝑉0Ψ𝐼𝐼 = 𝐸Ψ𝐼𝐼 

 

Since V0 ≥ E 

Ψ𝐼𝐼 = 𝐵𝑒−𝑖𝑘′𝑥 + 𝐶𝑒𝑖𝑘′𝑥 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘′ = √
2𝑚(𝑉0 − 𝐸)

ℏ2
 

Region III: 

−
ℏ

2𝑚

𝑑2Ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝑑𝑥2
= 𝐸Ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼 

Ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑥 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 = √
2𝑚𝐸

ℏ2
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Ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼
∗Ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼 = |Ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼|

2 

∫ |Ψ𝐼𝐼𝐼|
2𝑑𝑥

∞

−∞

= 1 

 

Coefficients A, B and C are determined by matching the amplitudes and the first derivatives of the three 

waves at the discontinuity points (x=0 and x=d). In regions I and III, where we assume V=0, the solutions 

of the Schrödinger equation take the form of an oscillating wave (free electron) Ψ = 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑥 (note that 

for region I there are two waves: reflected and transmitted). In region II, on the contrary, k is imaginary 

and the solution collapses into a decaying exponential with the form Ψ = 𝑒−𝑘′𝑥  where 𝑘′ =

√
2𝑚(𝑉0−𝐸)

ℏ2 .  

As mentioned earlier, regions I and III correspond to the tip and the sample, while region II is the 

vacuum in-between. From the above equations it is possible to derive that the tunneling current, which 

is proportional to the transmission factor and depends on the tip-sample distance as 𝐼 ∝ 𝑒−2𝑘′𝑑 . This 

basically means that there is a tiny portion of the electronic waveform that spills over the barrier and 

there is a non-zero probability of finding the electron in III. Practically speaking, the transmission 

factor corresponds to the flux of electrons or electric current coming out from the potential barrier. 

From the perspective of the STM instrument, this appears as a current in the range of tens of pA to a 

few nA.  

 

It should be noted that this negative exponential relation explains the sensitivity of the STM technique 

to the surface corrugation since k’ is ≈1 Å for a work function of ~4.5 eV, typical of metals, yielding 

a reduction of the tunneling current of approximately one order of magnitude every Å increase in the 

barrier width i.e. in the tip-surface distance.  

 

*Bardeen formalism 

 

The formalism I have just illustrated allows one to calculate the tunnelling probability of one electron. 

[48] However, the presence of many electrons available to tunnel must be considered. These electrons 

are in different states. A formalism can be developed considering a finite number of discrete states but, 

in the present case, considering a continuum of states is more appropriate.  

 

To further elaborate on the tunnelling process, we could use the Bardeen approach to describe the 

process as a problem in 3 dimensions.  

 

𝐼𝑇 =
4𝜋𝑒

ℎ
∫ 𝜌𝑠(𝐸𝐹 − 𝑒𝑉)𝜌𝑇(𝐸𝐹 + 𝜀)|𝑀|2𝑑𝜀

𝑒𝑉

0

 

 

Hence, we describe the tunnelling current as the convolution of the density of states between the 

sample and the tip. M is the tunnelling matrix, ρs and ρT are the surface density of states of the sample 

and the tip respectively and EF is the fermi energy. When we solve for IT the integration simplifies to 

𝐼𝑇 ∝ 𝑒−2𝑘𝑠 , equivalent to the result we can get when solving for the 1D approximation. Another 

implication of this formalism is that we can determine the direction of the tunnelling current, either 

the electrons from the filled states of the sample move to the empty states of the tip or vice versa. A 

useful illustration of this can be seen in Figure 10. To detect a flow of current the Fermi levels of the 

tip and the sample need to be at different energies. This is done by applying a bias to either the tip or 

the sample. Assuming that the biasing is done on the sample, negative bias increases the Fermi level 

of the sample with respect to the tip (left side of Figure 10). This allows electrons in the filled states 
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of the sample to tunnel into the empty states of the tip (by convention current flows opposite of electron 

flux). In this case, valence band states and highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) are probed. 

If the sample is positively biased, the Fermi level of the sample is lower than the one of the tip (right 

side of Figure 10, so that electrons tunnel from the tip to the sample. In this setup, the conduction band 

and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) are probed.  

 

 
Figure 10 Illustration of the Fermi energy, vacuum and work functions for sample and tip depending on the bias 

3.1.5 Operating procedure 
 

To actually collect an image with the STM, some general steps are always followed. First, assuming 

that the temperature inside the STM is stable (77K or 5K), the tip can be directed to approach the 

sample. This is done automatically by the computer with the input by user being the physical position 

of the tip above the area to be scanned, the initial bias voltage, set point (the target tunnelling current 

when in constant current mode) and the rate of approach. Once in tunnelling and assuming the tip did 

not crash, the user can set the final settings for bias voltage, scan speed, and set point before acquiring 

an image. Samples vary, but a good base line would be to scan at a relatively low set point (0.1 to 0.5 

nA) and bias of 500 mV to 1000 mV. This sets the tip at a relatively safe distance and the bias high 

enough to discourage molecules from sticking to the tip unintentionally. Main STM images were 

processed using WxSM [49]. All other graphs such as line scans were further processed in Igor (ver. 

6) for visualization purposes.  

 

3.1.6 Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy: Operation and Theory 
 

One application of the STM hardware, ours included (Createc manufacturer), consists in the measuring 

of the local density of states (LDOS) of the surface. The formulas below show that the tunnelling 

current is proportional to the LDOS of the sample integrated from the Fermi energy to eV0.  

 

𝐼 =
4𝜋𝑒

ℏ
∫ 𝜌𝑡𝑖𝑝(𝜀 − 𝑒𝑉)𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝜀)𝑇(𝜀, 𝑉, 𝑑)𝑑𝜀

𝑒𝑉

0

 

 
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑉
≈

4𝜋𝑒

ℏ
𝜌𝑡𝑖𝑝(0)𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝑒𝑉)𝑇(𝑒𝑉, 𝑉, 𝑑) 
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𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑉
∝ 𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝑒𝑉) 

 

Recall that the “image” generated by the STM is based on the changes in the current detected by the 

system as the tip raster scans across the surface. In constant current mode, the displacement of the tip 

along the Z axis (Z height) is recorded and is used to generate the “image” of the sample. Because this 

tunnelling current is dependent both on the distance between the tip and sample and on the conductivity 

or presence of electronic states in the sample, we can use the same tunnelling effect to further probe 

those electronic states. 

 

 
Figure 11. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) relies on the modulation of the bias voltage (VM). This generates a modulation on 

the tunneling current (IM) which, taking its 1st derivative, yields local density. 

 

 

The basic principle behind scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) is that it is possible to generate a 

differential conductance spectrum from an I/V curve (like in linear sweep voltammetry) but a dI/dV 

spectrum can be measured using a modulation or lock in technique for which the modulation in 

tunnelling current is induced by a modulating voltage. Since the STM is normally not operated with 

alternating current (AC), a small modulation voltage 𝑉𝑀 cos𝜔𝑡 is applied to the bias voltage V. The 

fluctuations or alternating current is then generated and recorded. The amplitude of the AC signal is 

proportional to the first derivative (dI/dV) (slope of the line Figure 11) of the incoming current which 

in turn is dependent on the presence (or absence) of local electron density across the surface of the 

sample. In other words, the differential conductance is proportional to the convolution of the local 

density of states of the tip and the sample as shown in the equations at the beginning of this section. 

The measurement of dI/dV is taken along the spectral width set by the amplitude of the modulating 

voltage as shown in Figure 11, and therefore the resolution of the STS is limited by the amplitude of 

the modulation voltage. 

 

This is a powerful complementary technique to determine the electronic structure of the sample. For 

molecules, for example, this could mean seeing the onset of the valence and conduction bands (or the 

HOMO/LUMO) and therefore, the band gap.  
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3.1.7 STM calibration 
 

Calibration of the STM is necessary to determine the dimensions of features we see on the surface of 

a sample. To calibrate the STM, we take the image of a surface lattice of well-known periodicity 

(typically determined by X-ray diffraction), and we adjust the piezo constants accordingly. The piezo 

constants are the conversion factors between the voltage applied to the piezos during the scan and the 

distance covered by the tip. They can be adjusted using the formula: 

 

(1) 𝐶𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑧𝑜(𝑛𝑒𝑤) = 𝐶𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑧𝑜(𝑜𝑙𝑑)
𝑑

𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
 

 

Both the lateral and vertical movement of the tip are related to the physical deflection and compression 

of the piezo elements which are lower at lower T for any given voltage. Therefore, different Cpiezo 

values will be appropriate when scanning at LN2 (77 K) and at LHe (4 K) temperatures Because of 

this, the calibration process needs to be repeated at each T.  

 

At 77 K I calibrated the piezoconstants for the lateral position of the tip both on atomically resolved 

images of clean Ag(110) (Figure 12a and table 1) and of O-Ag(110) added row reconstructed surface 

(Figure 12b and table 1), while the vertical motion (Z coordinate) is calibrated on the height of single 

steps (Figure 12c). The default lateral positioning of the tip is determined by a scan back and forth in 

the x direction as the scanning tip moves along the y direction. For example, on the clean surface 

(Figure 12a) I measured a periodicity of 2.4 Å and 4.1 Å in the 〈11̅0〉  and 〈001〉  directions, 

respectively These have to be compared with the values of the primitive unit cell for the Ag(110) 

surface of 2.89 Å and 4.09 Å. The data indicate that there is a slight compression of the image along 

the y direction. This effect is often present due to thermal drift and hysteresis of the piezo elements. 

Therefore, I consider only the line scan in the x direction for calibration and I notice that, according to 

formula (1), the correction factor is 
𝑑

𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
= 1.01, a difference of 1%. Acceptable deviation given the 

nature of the measurement and limits of the STM would be anywhere up to 5%. This correction 

therefore is well within the uncertainty of the measurement and so it is reasonable to say that the X 

and Y piezoconstants are calibrated in this case. 
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Figure 12 Line scans of different periodicities measured on a) clean Ag (110) and as well as b) added rows forming when Ag is exposed 

to O2 at RT. c) Line scan across a step. Note the differrent scale in the apparent height of panels a and b with respect to panel c (line 

scans).   

 

 
  Expected 

value (Å) 

Measured 

value (Å) 

Initial 

piezoconstant 

(Å/V) 

Adjusted 

piezoconstant 

(Å/V)  

LN2 (77 K) <1-10> 5.78 5.6 Cx=25  Cx =25 
 <001> 4.09 4.0 Cy=25 Cy=25 
 Step height 1.41 2 Cz =12 Cz =9 

LHe (4 K) <1-10> 5.78 5.3 Cx =12 Cx =14 
 <001> 4.09 4.1 Cy=12 Cy=14 
 Step height 1.41 1.4 Cz=6 Cz =6 

Table 1 piezoconstant calibration parameters for LN2 and LHe temperatures determined using the Ag-O-(2x1) surface reconstruction 
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3.1.8 UHV chambers specifics and attached instrumentation: XPS 
 

The UHV chamber housing the XPS contains multiple complementary instruments. A view of the 

chamber is shown on Figure 13. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Schematic of the XPS chamber (Omicron) created in AutoCAD (c/o Simone Passaglia and Giovanni Carraro) 

 

I underline the presence of:  

 

a. A series of leak valves for dosing gases into the chamber. 

b. High-resolution electron energy loss spectrometer (HREELS, not shown) and a low electron 

energy diffractometer (LEED), not used in my thesis.  

c. An ion gun for surface cleaning (not shown) 

d. A quadrupole mass spectrometer for residual gas analysis (not shown).  

e. Fast lock entry (FEL) for transferring samples in and out of the chamber. 
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f. The XPS setup, consisting of an Omicron EA125 hemispherical analyser and a Omicron 

DAR400 X-ray source (non-monochromatized, dual Mg-Al anode).   

 

A four degrees of freedom manipulator, which serves the same functions as the one present in the LT-

STM chamber. However, the sample holder is a flag-type sample holder (as shown in Figure 14). The 

sample is clamped  to the base (usually molybdenum) with spot-welded wires and the base is held on 

the end of the manipulator arm by tabs. The heating elements (filaments) on the manipulator arm are 

directly below the sample and the thermocouples are soldered somewhere adjacent to the sample 

holder. The sample is heated by electron bombardment. The filaments are heated and emit electrons 

by thermoionic effect. These electrons are then accelerated by biasing the sample (+) and would hit 

the back of the sample holder, heating the sample. Due to this configuration, the temperature reading 

is affected by a systematic error and is probably underestimated by 50-100 °C. This is inferred based 

on a calibration curve in which the read temperature was compared with the one measured by a 

pyrometer.  

 

 
Figure 14. Flag-type sample holder for Omicron instruments. Seen here is a flixed Mo plate with a knob or ring to grab the plate with 

the sample on top. The electrical connections (bias voltage, thermocouple) is attached to the receptacle where the sample holder is held 

by tabs on either side. This is designed for easy sample transfer without breaking the vacuum (using an FEL). 

For the XPS setup, the X-ray source for this chamber is a DAR400 from Omicron. It contains two 

anodes and one can select the energy to be used in the experiment (Al will generate light with the 

energy equivalent of KαAl = 1486.6 eV and Mg will generate at KαMg = 1253.6 eV). For the purposes 

of the XPS experiments done in our chamber, I used KαAl for those experiments. 
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Figure 15. Diagram of a typical hemispherical analyzer for XPS. The XPS here is depicted with a non-monochromatized light source. 

The hemispherical analyzer (Omicron EA125) has two main functions. It collects the photoemission 

electrons from the sample and with the channeltrons boost the signal of the detected electrons to a 

useable and readable measurement. First, upon the emission of electrons on the surface, the process of 

which will be elaborated later, the electrons pass through and are directed by a series of electrostatic 

lens at the input end of the analyzer. The collected electrons are then forced into a curved path by 

concentric spheres biased positive and negative with respect to the set pass energy. The electrons that 

make it on the output end are detected by channel electron multipliers or channeltrons. Our XPS has 

five channeltrons and these amplify the signal by a factor of 108 in order to produce a readable XPS 

spectrum of the sample.  

3.1.9 X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy: Operation and Theory 
 

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) was first conceived by Kai Siegbahn and his group in the 

1960s at the University of Uppsala, Sweden for chemical analysis of surfaces (hence the older name 

Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis). Photoemission spectroscopy is a surface sensitive 

technique that uses the photoelectric effect to gather chemical information on the surface of a sample. 

For XPS specifically, the technique uses X-rays to excite core shell electrons. The kinetic energy (KE) 

of the photoelectrons can be measured, and the corresponding binding energy (Eb) can be subsequently 

determined. The binding energies of the core shell electrons are peculiar of each element, of each 

atomic level and of the elemental chemical state, therefore they provide information on the chemical 

composition of the surface and on the chemical bonds and oxidation states of the elements. 

 

The process begins by irradiating the sample with an X-ray beam of high enough energy to to induce 

the photoelectric effect and eject electrons from the core shells of the elements (K shell, L shell) (the 

photoelectric effect is illustrated in more detail on Figure 16). The emitted electrons have kinetic 

energy given by: 

 

𝐾𝐸 = ℎ𝜐 − 𝐸𝑏 − 𝜙𝑠 

 

Where hν is the photon energy, Eb is the binding energy of the atomic orbital where the electron 

originates, and φs is the spectrometer work function. The formula indicates that the kinetic energy of 

the photoelectrons can be measured, and the corresponding binding energies of those electrons can be 

subsequently determined. The binding energies of the core shell electrons correlate to the chemical 
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composition of the surface including what elements are present, chemical bonds and oxidation states 

of the elements. 

 

Figure 16 depicts that the photoemission is just one of the many processes that may occur: photon-

induced Auger peaks, valence band electrons, inelastic scattering processes and other features like 

shake-up and shake-off satellites.  

 

Finally, an important characteristic of XPS is its surface sensitivity. Photons have a greater penetration 

depth than electrons (micrometers versus angstroms, depending on the energy of the photoemitted 

electrons) due to lower probability of interaction with matter. Therefore, even if ionization can occur 

micrometers in depth, only the electrons coming from tens of angstroms deep can escape from the 

surface and be detected.  

 

 

 
Figure 16 Different photoelectric processes (photoemission, Auger, secondary processes) and their corresponding positions on a spectra 

Some of my experiments were performed at University of Genia and some at the ANCHOR endstation 

of the ALOISA beamline (Elettra Synchrotron Light Source) in Trieste, as discussed below.  
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3.1.10  Calibration and analysis of XPS spectra 
 

XPS results referenced in this dissertation come from two different setups. For the XPS spectra of the 

oxygen-exposed GNRs and for AB001, I used the UHV chamber described in section 3.1.8, which 

hosts a standard X-ray source (DAR400 by Omicron in my setup) containing a cathode filament and 

an anode. The electrons from the cathode are emitted and accelerated over a potential of 15 kV towards 

the anode producing X-ray photons. I used a non-monochromatized Al/Mg Ka X-ray source (Al Kα = 

1486.6 eV or Mg Kα= 1253.6. The generated X ray photons have energy widths of 0.85 and 0.70 eV, 

respectively. The linewidth depends on the anode material and in our setup is the main limiting factor 

for the instrument’s resolution 

 

Experiments involving CyPd were done using synchrotron radiation. High resolution X-ray 

photoemission experiments were performed at the ANCHOR endstation, ALOISA beamline Elettra 

synchrotron in Trieste. Photoemission experiments were carried out using a Phoibos 150 analyzer 

(SPECS manufacturer). XPS spectra were recorded at normal emission and at a photon energy hν=515 

eV. The instrumental resolution of 0.15 eV and the calibration of the binding energy (Eb) were 

determined by recording the Fermi edge of the Ag(110) substrate using software to zero the position 

of the Fermi edge.  The Ag 3d5/2 line of the clean surface is found at Eb(Ag 3d5/2)= 368.21 eV after 

calibration, in  agreement with literature data (Citrin et al., 1983). Core level spectra were fitted with 

Doniach-Sunjic line shapes convoluted with a Gaussian profile after subtraction of a linear 

background.  ±5% error is estimated for the fitted intensities. Specific fits would be elaborated in the 

next chapter. 

All other spectra were recorded at University of Genoa and with AlKα photons and at normal emission. 

Calibration of the spectra was done by fixing the Ag 3d5/2 line at Eb=368.25 eV, in accord to literature 

values [ref]. This method is chosen because Ag has the strongest signal due to the substrate bulk 

material being Ag.  

 

All graphs (spectra) from the XPS were processed in KolXPD and further processed in Igor (ver. 6) 

for visualization purposes.  

3.2 TECHNIQUES USED BY AFFILIATES  
 

Aside from the techniques mentioned here, some results in the following sections were acquired using 

techniques from our collaborators. High resolution X-ray photoemission (HR-XPS) experiments were 

carried out at ANCHOR-SUNDYN end-station of the ALOISA beamline at the Elettra synchrotron 

radiation facility (Trieste, Italy) [50]. Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed 

by our collaborators from UNIMIB headed by Cristina de Valentin and Daniele Perilli.  

 

 

3.2.1 High resolution XPS and NEXAFS 
 

 

High resolution photoemission and NEXAFS experiments were carried out at the ANCHOR endstation 

of the ALOISA beamline (Elettra Synchrotron Light Source) in Trieste. The system consists of an 

UHV chamber designed for in-situ growth of organic thin films. HR-XPS and NEXAFS takes 
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advantage of the high photon flux and tunability of the photon energy of the X-rays generated in the 

synchrotron. Synchrotron radiation is generated from deflecting charged particles (e.g., electrons) 

accelerated to relativistic speeds. The particles are deflected by magnets and, upon deflection, emit 

electromagnetic radiation in the form of X-rays, as shown in Figure 17. simplified diagram of a 

synchrotron and magnet placement producing either plane polarized or highly collimated light. 

Synchrotron radiation is an intense light source with narrow angular divergence, which along with 

slits, monochromators and different magnet configurations enables one to perform high energy 

resolution experiments with a very well collimated beam. In comparison to more conventional XPS 

setups, the radiation source has a continuous spectrum which allows tuning to any desired energy using 

undulator gaps and monochromators.  

 

 
Figure 17. simplified diagram of a synchrotron and magnet placement producing either plane polarized or highly collimated light 

 

 

 
Figure 18.  Schematic of the ALOISA beamline in Elettra (Trieste) 
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3.2.1.1 NEXAFS 
 

Near Edge Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy is an edge adsorption spectroscopy 

first used in 1983 by Jo Stohr [51]. This surface-sensitive technique is able to probe the orientation of 

molecular bonds of adsorbed molecules on a surface. The experiment works by how molecules absorb 

photons. Photons are absorbed by a molecule if the photon energy corresponds to an electronic 

transition from a core-level to an unoccupied molecular orbital. These electronic transitions include π* 

orbitals and Rydberg states located just below the Fermi level and σ* resonances in the continuum of 

unbound states, as shown in Figure 19. The resulting excited state decays by emission of an Auger 

electron or photon emission (fluorescence). These transitions and subsequent decays appear as 

resonances in the recorded spectrum. NEXAFS measurements are exclusively performed with 

synchrotron radiation because a tunable X-ray source is required. The investigated energy range is 

selected based on the adsorption edge of interest. For the experiments in this thesis, the C and N K-

edges (transitions of 1s electrons of the corresponding atoms – respectively around 285 and 400 eV) 

were recorded in Auger electron yield. As for XPS, the experiment is particularly surface sensitive due 

to the limited mean free path of electrons.  

 

 
Figure 19. Various possible transitions occurring around the Fermi level, among which include transitions that could be probed by 

NEXAFS (π->π*, Rydberg states, etc.) 

 

Probing transitions close to/surrounding Fermi (like σ -> σ* or π* transitions) provide important 

information on the orientation of molecular bonds with respect to the surface. NEXAFS spectra contain 

all allowed transitions because these depend on the density of empty states. Dipole selection rules 

predict whether a transition is allowed or not.  

For linearly polarized light and a 1s initial state, the intensity of a resonance is largest when 𝑬 ⃗⃗  ⃗ lies 

along the direction of the final state molecular orbital (a peak in the spectra) and vanishes when 𝑬 ⃗⃗  ⃗ is 

perpendicular to it. This is due to the directionality of the orbitals. Given that molecular orbitals 

involving π especially has an angular momentum dependence, recording spectra with at different light 

polarization can determine if there is a preferential orientation of a molecular orbital and therefore the 

molecule with respect to the substrate, see Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Polarization dependent NEXAFS allows for determining the molecular orientation on the surface. 

 

3.2.2 NEXAFS analysis 

The NEXAFS spectra were acquired in Auger electron yield mode recording C and N KVV Auger 

electrons. The hemispherical electron analyzer was fixed at a kinetic energy of 262 eV and 385 eV for 

the C and N K-edges, respectively. A two-step normalization process is used for the spectra. First, a 

multiplication factor is applied to scale the intensity before the energy threshold to the one of the clean 

surface. This corrects for unwanted variations of the X-ray beam intensity. Then the ratio between the 

so-normalized spectrum and the spectrum of the clean surface is plotted (Joachim Stöhr, 1992). This 

second step reduces the signals due to impurities and the substrate, leaving only the contributions of 

the adsorbates in the NEXAFS signal. 

 

3.2.3 Computational methods (density functional theory) 
 

An important complementary tool to complete the interpretation of my data is Density Functional 

Theory (DFT). Geometry optimization and simulation of STM images were performed by Dr. Daniele 

Perilli and Prof. Cristiana di Valentin (University of Milano Bicocca) starting from the experimental 

inputs provided by my experimental work.  

 

DFT is a method using quantum mechanical principles to model periodic systems. DFT is used to 

investigate the electronic structure of many-body systems at their ground states. This in turn is done 

by solving electronic wave functions using the electron density n(𝑟) of the objects one is trying to 

describe.  

 

DFT calculations were performed using the plane-wave-based Quantum ESPRESSO package (QE) (P 

Giannozzi et al., 2017; Paolo Giannozzi et al., 2009, 2020). The ultrasoft pseudopotentials were 

adopted to describe the electron-ion interaction with Ag (4d, 5s), Pd (4d, 5s), C (2s, 2p), N (2s, 2p), Cl 

(3s, 3p), Br (4s, 4p), and H (1s), treated as valence electrons. Energy cutoffs of 45 Ry and 360 Ry (for 

kinetic energy and charge density expansion, respectively) were adopted for all calculations. The Van 
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der Waals density functional vdW-DF2C09x was used for electron exchange-correlation [52], which 

gives an accurate description of the adsorption energies and distances of graphene on metal surfaces 

[53] and has also been successfully applied to describe self-assembly of brominated tetracene (DBT) 

on different metal surfaces [35,54–56]. 

 

For the simulation of the Ag(110)-supported CyPd (CyPd/Ag), a (2√3a × 3√3b)R55 supercell was 

used, where a and b are the lattice vectors of the Ag(110) unit cell (2.88 Å and 4.07 Å, respectively, 

in perfect agreement with the experimental values). Such a cell has been chosen to match the 

experimental cell. 

 

The geometry relaxation of all considered systems was performed with a 4 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-

points mesh [57], followed by a non-self-consistent field (NSCF) calculation with a 12 × 6 × 1 

Monkhorst-Pack k-points mesh for evaluating the electronic properties. 

 

The Ag(110) surface was modeled by a three-layer slab with the bottom layer fixed to the bulk 

positions during the geometry relaxation to mimic a semi-infinite solid. To avoid interactions between 

adjacent periodic images, a vacuum space of about 25 Å in the direction perpendicular to the surface 

was used. 

For the simulation of the Ag(110)-c(2×2) supported CyPd (CyPd/Ag-c(2×2)), a (6 a × 3√2 a) supercell 

was used, where a is the cubic lattice parameter of Ag bulk (4.07 Å, in agreement with the experimental 

value). The Ag(110) surface was modeled by a three-layer slab with the bottom layer fixed to the bulk 

positions during the geometry relaxation to mimic a semi-infinite solid. The c(2×2) reconstruction was 

modeled by adding 0.5 ML of Ag adatoms on 4-fold hollow sites. To avoid interactions between 

adjacent periodic images, a vacuum space of about 18 Å in the direction perpendicular to the surface 

was used. The geometry relaxation of all considered systems was performed with a 2 × 3 × 1 

Monkhorst- Pack k-points mesh [57]. 

STM simulations were performed using the Tersoff-Hamann approach [58], according to which the 

tunneling current is proportional to the energy-integrated Local Density of States (ILDOS). STM 

images were rendered with Gwyddion software [59]. Constant-current and voltage values for the STM 

simulations have been chosen to match the experimental values. 

The Climbing Image−Nudged Elastic Band (CI−NEB) method [60] was employed to simulate the 

cross coupling process at the Ag(110)-c(2×2) surface, generating the minimum energy path of the 

reaction step and an evaluation of the energy barrier. 

3.3 SAMPLE PREPARATION (ORGANIC THIN FILMS/MOLECULAR SELF-ASSEMBLY) 
 

Even though conditions vary from experiment to experiment, the general preparation procedure 

remains the same: after cleaning the Ag substrate, the precursor molecules are sublimated in UHV and 

the self-assembled layer is step-annealed up to induce desorption or polymerization of the adsorbates. 

Eventually, exposure to O2 in controlled conditions may be performed. Before going into details in 

each of these steps, I mention briefly how the molecules are synthesised.  
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3.3.1 Synthesis and preparation of molecular precursors 
 

For my experiments I used three precursors molecules: 1,6-dibromopyrene (Chemical formula – DBP 

in the following), the dibrominated Pd-cyclometallated complex [(5-bromo-2-phenylpyridine)Pd(μ-

Cl)]2 ( Chemical formula - CyPd in the following) and the same corresponding hydrogenated complex 

(Chemical formula – CyPd_2 in the following). All the molecules were synthesized by Prof. Antonio 

Papagni and Dr. Luca Vaghi at Universita di Milano-Biccoca. Their structures are shown in Figure 21. 

In the appendix,  

 

  
Figure 21 the molecules that serve as precursors for the different nanostructures and self-assemblies described in this dissertation. 

 

1,6 BDP was synthesized using the procedure described in ref. [23]. In brief, 1,6 DBP is commercially 

available, but it was synthesized via direct bromination of pyrene [61]. Slow addition of bromine (1 

ml, 19.5 mmol) in CHCl3 (50 ml) to a solution of pyrene (2 g, 9.9 mmol) in CHCl3 (50 ml) produced 

a 1,6 and 1,8 dibromo isomeric mixture from which pure 1,6-dibromopyrene was obtained by 

fractional crystallization from xylene (0.97 g, 27%). Physical and spectroscopic data are in line with a 

1,6-dibromopyrene commercial sample. 

 

CyPd, was synthesized according to the procedure of Yian Shi et al. (Peng 2011): PdCl2 was reacted 

with a slight excess (1:1.05) of 5-bromo-2-phenylpyridine in CHCl3, at a temperature of 100 °C (sealed 

tube, inert atmosphere) for 24 h. The precipitate was filtered and washed several times with CHCl3 to 

obtain pure CyPd as a highly insoluble yellow powder.  

 

Before their first use, precursor molecules are carefully outgassed in UHV though a differential 

pumping system and then into the preparation chamber, until a base pressure better than 10-8 mbar was 

achieved with the molecules at the chosen sublimation temperature (Tsub). Tsub is chosen 

significantly lower that the dissociation temperature of the corresponding compound, determined by 

TGA, in order to guarantee a reasonable flux without breaking the molecules.  

 

3.3.2 Clean sample preparation 
 

The samples were prepared in situ in each experimental chamber. The Ag(110) surface was cleaned 

by cycles of sputtering with noble gas ions (either Ne+ or Ar+ 
 with 1 to 3 keV kinetic energy) followed 

by prolonged annealing to T=550 °C or T ~400 °C for microscopy and photoemission experiments, 

respectively. Surface cleanliness and order were checked by STM or by XPS and low energy electron 

diffraction.  
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3.3.3 Deposition and annealing of organic molecular precursors 
 

The molecules are deposited on the sputtered and annealed Ag(110) substrate at room temperature 

(RT) (or in some experiments, at T~100 K) for a set amount of time. The system is then annealed to 

varying temperatures to possibly induce morphological/chemical changes or reactions that alter the 

system. These changes are observed using the previously mentioned techniques (STM, STS, XPS) and 

whenever possible, compared against simulations/DFT calculations by our partners in UNIMIB.  

 

The general protocol for 1,6 DBP are as follows: 

 

I sublimated DBP molecules on Ag(110) at RT from a Tantalum crucible heated to 100 °C under UHV 

until I obtained a coverage of DBP on Ag(110) of (0.6 ±0.2) ML, as estimated by XPS and STM. I 

ultimately decided on sub-monolayer coverage in order to have some bare Ag(110) areas after GNRs 

polymerization. This is a condition that would be preferable both for STS inspection and for better 

evidencing the effect of O2 exposure. 

 

After I deposited the DBP on Ag, I annealed the sample stepwise to produce GNRs, following the 

protocol defined in ref.[23] First, I slowly heated the sample to T=150 °C and kept it at that temperature 

for 15 minutes. I eventually raised the temperature to 400 °C (350 °C for XPS experiments) for 5 

minutes and subsequently cooled the sample down slowly.  

 

Afterwards, I exposed the GNRs to O2 at RT or 300 °C for 20 minutes at a background pressure 

P=1x10-6 mbar, resulting in a nominal exposure of 900 L. Since I employed a doser, placed at 2 cm 

from the sample surface, we estimate a local enhancement of the pressure by approximately a factor 

of 5 [62]. 

 

At each stage of the preparation the sample was cooled down to LN2 temperature and inserted 

eventually into the LT-STM for inspection. Conversely, XPS analysis was performed to monitor the 

evolution of the DBP layer up to GNRs formation.  

 

CyPd and CyPd_2 followed a similar protocol for deposition and annealing. 

 

Sublimation of CyPd was set at 130°C with the clean Ag(110) still at RT. Step-annealing followed 

with incremental steps from 100 to 450 or 500°C, holding the sample at a given temperature for 5 

minutes before proceeding. Final configuration after each step was inspected under STM and XPS just 

as with the GNRs.  

4 GRAPHENE NANORIBBONS FROM 1,6 DIBROMOPYRENE 
 

In this chapter I will describe my activity on the characterization of GNRs and on their interaction with 

Oxygen. The research group I joined had already found a protocol for the growth of extended arrays 

of GNRs as mentioned previously, but the attention was focussed on forming ordered patterns starting 

from the deposition of multilayer DBP at Ag(110). You prosecuted that work starting from preliminary 

measurement of DBP deposition in the sub-ML regime.  

 

DBP/Ag(110) at RT 
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Figure 22. Left: STM image (V = −150 meV, I = 0.3 nA) showing the co-existence of three different self-assembled structures (labelled 

as A, B, C) obtained upon deposition of a sub-monolayer of DBP on Ag(110) at RT. Top and bottom insets recall respectively, the 

molecular structure of DBP and the atomically resolved image of clean Ag(110) from which the high symmetry directions (marked by 

arrows) are determined (image size: 1.8 × 1.6 nm2). Top right: enlarged image of each domain (either from the area in the overview or 

from neighbouring areas). Among B domains, it is possible to distinguish rectangular (B1) and rhomboidal unit cells (B2). Empirical 

models deduced from the periodicities of the self-assembled structures and from XPS results are superimposed to the STM image for 

structures A, B1 and B2 (grey: de-brominated pyrene units; blue: Ag adatoms; red: Br atoms). Bottom right: line scans cut across the 

paths marked in the overview for structures A and B1 (follow colour code). Line scans drawn along and across the rows of structure B2 

are not reported since they do not differ significantly from those of B1. The higher and sharper features in traces 1 and 3 correspond to 

the Ag atoms within the organometallic chains.  

 

Figure 22 shows that 1,6 DBP molecules self-assembled into domains with different geometries upon 

sub-monolayer deposition on Ag(110) at RT. These precursor molecules formed large islands 

comprised of a single layer and tend to cover a whole terrace on the substrate. This behaviour suggests 

a high degree of mobility of the molecules at RT. I reported relevant measurements of the self-

assembled structures in this paper [37]. To summarize, 1,6 DBP sub-ML coverage has three self-

assembled structures (A, B, C) each with their own dimensions and features. Structure A consists of 

rows oriented along the〈1 0〉direction. Substructures include alternating nearly oval features and 

small bright dots. Linescans determine periodicities of (8.4 ± 0.9) Å (trace 1, blue) and (9.0 ± 0.4) Å 

(trace 2, red) along and across the rows, respectively. I estimated a local molecular density of ∼1.3 × 

1014 DBP units per cm2. These periodicities suggest that each of the large roundish protrusions in the 

chain consists of one single DBP unit. Structure B also consists of alternating protrusions. The larger 

protrusion identified as a DBP unit alternates with a smaller but brighter dot as compared with structure 

A. Unlike structure A, structure B had chains that are oriented at either −35° or 88° off〈1 0〉and they 

were rather bent than straight. The less regular geometry causes the DBP units in adjacent rows to be 

either aligned, giving rise to a rectangular unit cell (assembly B1), or misaligned, resulting in a 

rhomboidal unit cell (assembly B2). Structure B has an average periodicity of (9.9 ± 0.5) Å along the 

https://pubs.rsc.org/image/article/2021/cp/d0cp04051g/d0cp04051g-f1_hi-res.gif
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rows (trace 3, violet) and (8.7 ± 0.5) Å across the rows (trace 4, green), corresponding to a local 

molecular density of ∼1.2 × 1014 DBP units per cm2. 

 

Corresponding XPS measurements provided additional information on the chemical nature of the self-

assembled DBP layer and proof of subsequent formation of the GNRs. The presence of a Eb(Br 3d5/2) 

= 68.2 eV and 70.4 eV along with evidence of a C-Ag peak in the C1s spectra at RT, indicates partial 

debromination of DBP and Br atoms bound to Ag (Figure 23). Figure 23 suggest an almost complete 

debromination of the molecules on the surface and formation of a stable organometallic intermediate. 

The rest of the XPS information helped corroborate the morphology we observed when forming the 

GNRs. Specifically, it helped determine the nature of the small bright features present in and in-

between the rows. Comparing with what was observed for a DBP multilayer annealed to 150 °C,[23] I 

proposed that the de-brominated molecules form organometallic chains with Ag adatoms provided by 

the surface, most probably released from the step edges,[63] while dissociated Br atoms sit in-between 

these chains. I proposed the empirical models superimposed to the enlargements in Figure 22: the 

bright dots in the chains are Ag atoms (blue circles) bound to the pyrene groups to form organometallic 

proto-polymers and the Br atoms occupy interstitial sites in-between the rows (red circles).  

 

 

 
Figure 23. (a) Br 3d and (b) C 1s core level spectra of 0.6 ML of DBP deposited on Ag(110) at RT and after annealing the sample to the 

indicated temperature for 5 min. (c) Normalized integrated intensity of Br 3d and C 1s peaks as a function of temperature. The intensities 

are normalized to the peak areas measured after the deposition. 

 

https://pubs.rsc.org/image/article/2021/cp/d0cp04051g/d0cp04051g-f2_hi-res.gif
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4.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF GNRS 
 

 

 
Figure 24. STM images showing overviews of the Ag(110) surface covered by a sub-monolayer of GNRs and subject to different 

treatments: (a) pristine GNRs; (b) same as (a) after exposure to O2 at room temperature; (c) same as (a) after exposure to O2 at 300 

°C. The nominal O2 dose is always 900 L (∼4500 L when considering the doser enhancement factor). The green arrows in (c) point to 

additional features forming both in-between the GNRs and on bare Ag(110) areas. 

As for the formation of the nanoribbons, the step annealing also shown with the XPS in Figure 23 

induces the polymerization of the pyrene “monomers” and along with subsequent dehydrogenation 

forms the GNRs. In short, we are talking advantage of a surface-assisted Ullmann coupling 

reaction.[64] First, I observed complete debromination of the DBP upon annealing at 100°C. The most 

obvious chemical change happens between 200 and 250°C where I observe the disappearance of the 

C-Ag peak as well as a shift in the main C1s peak towards higher binding energy. These changes 

indicate transformations in the interaction between the molecules and the substrate and a chemical 

transformation, specifically an early indication of the polymerization process.[23,37] The final ordered 

arrangement is achieved after annealing the sample to 400°C for 5 minutes. At high temperatures 

hydrogen is liberated in the process of polymerization and escapes with the bromine as HBr as seen in 

the decrease of Br in increasing sample temperature. 

 

Inspection of the GNRs by STM show that the nanoribbons arrange at the surface parallel to each other 

as seen in Figure 24a. The GNRs synthesized from DBP by surface assisted polymerization are very 

narrow (∼1.0 nm) and have a peculiar edge-site sequence, which alternates two zigzag and one 

armchair site. [23,37] The estimated reduction of molecules on the surface with respect to the initial 

DBP coverage is smaller in STM images than what is suggested from XPS, but this is probably related 

to the slightly different heating rate in the two experiments or to the uncertainty (0.6 ± 0.2 ML) in the 

initial DBP coverage. Aggregation of the nanoribbons into local ordered clusters can also induce some 

overestimation of the coverage by STM. The overall degree of order on the surface is lower than for 

the case in which GNRs were produced starting from a DBP multilayer.[23] The less packed 

arrangement of the GNRs, however, could facilitate the intercalation of O2, which are the goals of the 

present experiment. In addition, having some bare Ag(110) areas is preferable when performing STS 

measurements because I can then directly measure a clean spectrum on the same experiment. 

 

 

 

https://pubs.rsc.org/image/article/2021/cp/d0cp04051g/d0cp04051g-f3_hi-res.gif
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Figure 25.STS and dI/dV map of pristine GNRs in the bias range from −500 mV to 500 mV. (a) Topographical image (image size: 7.0 

× 7.0 nm2, V = 50 mV, I = 0.02 nA); crosses indicate the sites where point spectra were recorded. (b) Differential conductance spectra 

recorded at the points marked in (a). The corresponding spectrum recorded on clean Ag(110) is reported for comparison. A band gap 

of ∼530 meV was observed throughout the GNR. Localized states at −50 meV and +41 meV are present within the gap. Such values 

were measured reproducibly for 3–5 nm long GNRs; it is out of the scope of this work to determine a possible length dependence of the 

energy gap. (c) dI/dV maps taken at selected bias voltage suggested by the STS spectra. 

I also reported that the GNRs have an electronic band gap of ΔV ∼ 530 mV centered around Fermi 

level and the presence of weak states inside the gap (-50 and +41 mV).[37] Figure 25 shows the 

morphology of the GNRs at sub ML coverage (left) with the corresponding spectra (center) and dI/dV 

maps (right) taken at the energies corresponding to the observed states in the gap. It should be noted 

that the measured energy band gap is relatively small, but it falls well within the expected range for 

GNRs. [27,34] I mention that, although some trends suggesting a correlation between the gap opening 

and the GNR width have been determined, they refer essentially to armchair GNRs (AGNRs). Much 

less information is available for nanostructures with different edges. 

 

Identifying the nature of the states within the gap, especially the one at −50 meV, on the contrary, is 

not straightforward. On the one hand, the presence of edge states is usually associated to ZGNRs, and 

our nanostructures present a periodic edge site sequence in which two zig-zag sites alternate to one 

armchair; therefore, the almost regular spacing of the brighter spots may correspond to the location of 

zig-zag sites along the edges and at the heads of the GNR. On the other hand, edge sites should vanish, 

or at least attenuate, on the axis of the nanoribbon. However, there are no significant differences in the 

spectra taken at the centre (black trace), at the head (blue trace) and at the border (red trace) of the 

nanostructure, except that the rise of the LDOS seems to be steeper in the last case. In addition, the 

bright spots associated to the −50 meV state in the dI/dV maps do not seem to be localized at the edge 

but rather to be spread across the whole GNR width. Hence, an alternative explanation is that the −50 

meV intensity is related to a localized state due to quantum confinement along the GNR long axis. 

Though a more thorough statistic is necessary to confirm this hypothesis, I mention that, in the ultra-

narrow limit, hints are present that the gap size can be affected also by the ribbon length. 

 

4.2 OXYGEN EXPOSURE ON GNRS 
 

After studying the GNRs I synthesized previously in ideal conditions, it is important for us to also 

investigate the stability of the molecules closer to ambient conditions due to some potential 

applications like in devices. For this purpose, as a first step I exposed the GNRs in oxygen as a model 

reactive gas in controlled conditions. I want to understand if their characteristics are modified by their 

interaction with oxygen. It is also interesting to understand if small molecules can intercalate below 

the GNRs. This is a phenomenon already observed supported graphene monolayers,[[65,66]] The 

possibility of intercalation between the GNRs and the substrate might allow for the non-destructive 
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decoupling of the nanoribbons from the substrate. As mentioned previously, I began by exposing the 

Ag(110) surface covered by a sub-monolayer of GNRs (Figure 26a) to O2 at RT (Figure 26b) or at 300 

°C (Figure 26c) in the 10−6 mbar pressure range for 20 minutes. Considering that I use a doser, which 

makes the effective pressure at the sample larger than the background pressure, I estimate for all 

experiments an oxygen exposure of at least 900 L. Oxygen was chosen since it is one of the most 

reactive and abundant gases in air and because it is known to affect the growth of armchair GNRs if 

present in the UHV chamber above a critical pressure.[[40]] Heating the system to 300 °C was done 

in order to promote the mobility of the adsorbate while leaving the structure of the GNRs intact (they 

were produced at T = 400 °C and prolonged annealing leads only to a reduction in the coverage, 

without changes in the morphology of the GNRs). Any changes in the surface morphology are 

therefore due to the presence of the reactant and not to the effect of prolonged annealing. 

 

 

STM experiments are reported in the overviews of Figure 24 and in the enlargements of Figure 26. By 

comparing the morphology of the GNRs/Ag(110) surface upon the different treatments, I observed 

some notable effects.  Oxygen exposure at RT seems to induce some disorder in the ordered arrays 

of nanoribbons, which now show little preferential orientation on the surface. I did not observe 

additional features that can be related to oxygen adsorption but the lower stability of the tip and the 

worse quality of the images (see also enlarged image in Figure 26b) suggest that oxygen must be 

present on the surface and possibly functionalizing the tip. This is coherent with the XPS information 

presented in Figure 28. More peculiar morphological changes are observed after dosing oxygen while 

keeping the system at 300 °C. Besides the GNRs, several small round features (indicated by the arrows 

in Figure 24 ) are now present at the surface as seen in the STM image Figure 24 and in the enlargement 

reported in Figure 26, either in-between adjacent nanostructures or on bare Ag areas, where they 

organize in short rows. Similar features were also observed for the full monolayer of pristine GNRs in 

between the nanoribbons but not for the sub-monolayer preparation of Figure 24. In that case, they 

were identified as residual Br and Ag adatoms deriving from the thermal dissolution of the 

organometallic chains.[23]since the Ag adatoms failed to migrate back to the step edges of the Ag(110) 

planes due to the compact arrangement of the GNRs. This constraint is apparently removed for the less 

dense sub-monolayer. Upon oxygen exposure at 300 °C, the small bright dots are more abundant than 

they were on the full monolayer of pristine GNRs.[23] They are randomly distributed along the edges 

of the nanostructures as well as on clean areas of the substrate away from any nanoribbons. Therefore, 

such bright dots with Ag-containing features seems to be stabilized at the surface by the presence of 

oxygen. Indeed Ag is prone to react with oxygen to form a wide zoology of Ag–O 

complexes.[63,67] The height profile of the isolated dots (not shown) protrudes by ∼0.4 Å from the 

bare Ag plane. It also has a shape similar to the one of O–Ag–O added rows and this suggests that the 

observed protrusions consist of Ag and O adatoms. 
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Figure 26. Close up images of the three preparations in Figure 24 with corresponding line scans indicating the periodicity of the GNRs. 

(A) Pristine GNRs; (b) same as (a) after exposure to O2 at RT; (c) same as (a) after exposure to O2 at 300 °C. In this preparation the 

small features in-between the GNRs are evident. (d) Line scans cut along the paths marked in panels (a–c) showing that the separation 

between adjacent GNRs increases after O2 exposure. (e) Table summarizing the average separation between GNRs in ordered arrays, 

together with the number of line scans considered for each preparation (corresponding to the number of GNRs arrays considered). 

Values are given with their standard error. Data indicated with * are taken from ref.[23] 

Finally, I focused on the small arrays of parallel GNRs, which are present for all the three preparations 

reported in Figure 26 and I measured the separation or periodicity between adjacent GNRs. Line scans 

drawn along the paths marked in panels (a–c) (perpendicular to the long direction of the nanoribbons) 

are reported in panel (d). The table in panel (e) summarizes the outcome of a statistical analysis over 

several ordered arrays. The corresponding measured value for full monolayer coverage is also reported 

for comparison. [23] Firstly, the GNRs tend to form arrays even at sub-monolayer coverage, though 

less densely packed than for the full monolayer coverage.[23] The distance between adjacent 

nanostructures further increases upon oxygen exposure. Line scans present a less regular profile (the 
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distance between maxima is not always the same, as seen with the more disordered distribution and 

orientation of the nanoribbons). The spacing on average between adjacent structures increases by 

∼10% with respect to the pristine sample. I remark that this effect must be due to oxygen exposure. In 

fact, the samples in Figure 24b, c and Figure 26b, c were obtained by exposing the pristine sample 

of Figure 24a and Figure 26a, so that the initial density of GNRs is the same. The larger separation 

between adjacent nanoribbons upon oxygen adsorption suggests that the O adatoms adsorbed on the 

first Ag layer or the O–Ag–O complexes act as “spacers”. It also indicates that, following oxygen 

exposure, the bonding of the nanostructure to the substrate gets weaker and the GNRs can displace 

along the surface without changing their geometry.  Whether or not this is only due to repulsion by 

the presence of the additional adatoms or a more significant interaction (chemical reaction) is explored 

in the corresponding XPS experiments.  

 

STS spectra could have also been extremely useful to determine if these morphological changes affect 

the width of the band-gap or its position with respect to the Fermi edge but, unfortunately, I was unable 

to record them with a useful signal-to-noise ratio due to the instability of the tip for samples exposed 

to oxygen as mentioned earlier. However, dI/dV maps could be acquired in the bias range −1.0 V < V < 

+1.0 V after dosing O2 at 300 °C. 

 

Figure 27 shows a comparison between dI/dV maps recorded near the band-gap edges for the pristine 

GNRs sample and for the same sample after exposure to O2 at 300 °C. There appears to be a contrast 

change between positive (empty states) and negative (filled states) bias for the pristine GNRs. At −250 

mV, the nanostructures appear narrower, and the measured corrugation is larger than at +250 mV. This 

effect is less pronounced after exposure to O2. In the case of oxygen exposure, the images appear very 

similar in contrast and the small differences at the edges are a consequence of the derivative operation. 

In addition, the nanostructures appear wider, and their edges are much better defined than on the 

pristine surface. The effect goes well beyond the improved quality of the tip in this image. This change 

in local density suggest a reaction of the nanoribbons with oxygen. It is possible that interacting with 

oxygen causes a better confinement of electrons within the GNR. This hypothesis (O2 reacting with 

the GNRs) would be corroborated in the XPS findings discussed in the next section.  
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Figure 27. Comparison of the dI/dV maps of GNRs pristine and after exposure to oxygen at 300 °C. Bias voltages corresponding to the 

edges of the energy gap measured for the pristine sample are presented. The corresponding topographical images are those of Figure 

25a and Figure 26c. Z-scale is the same for all images. 

 

Finally, I mention that previous literature on AGNRs reports that the nanostructures are affected by 

the presence of gases (water or oxygen) during the surface assisted synthesis[40] but that, if grown 

under clean UHV conditions, their properties are stable even at atmospheric pressure.[39] Our results 

are not in contradiction with these works since they refer to the morphology of the GNRs, which is 

also preserved in our case, while they did not perform any XPS analysis on the investigated systems. 

 

XPS spectra of C 1s and O 1s regions recorded for the GNRs/Ag(110) system before and after 

O2 exposure are reported in Figure 28. It should be noted that these spectra were recorded with a 

conventional X-ray source and therefore the resolution is lower than the one of the spectra of Figure 

23 which were taken with synchrotron radiation. For this reason, the major C 1s signal was presented 

as a convolution of the C–C and C–H peaks and fitted as only one component. After synthesis of the 

GNRs, the C 1s spectrum is compatible with the one of Figure 23, while the O 1s region is completely 

flat. After exposure to O2 at RT, a minor component at 287.4 eV appears in the C 1s spectrum while 

the main C1s line downshifts by 0.25 eV. A similar downshift upon oxygen intercalation has already 

been observed for 2D graphene layers on Ir(111)[68] and on polycrystalline Cu,[69] while a coherent 

increase in the work function was measured for graphene on Ru(0001).[70] The effect is interpreted 
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as evidence of the graphene layer detaching from the substrate. This lowers the graphene–substrate 

interaction and thus leads to a reduction of the n-doping induced by the presence of the metal substrate. 

The O 1s signal can be fitted with two components at 529.9 and 531.2 eV. The former can be assigned 

to oxygen adatoms on Ag. This is expected considering the sticking probability for dissociative 

adsorption of O2 on Ag(110) at RT (0.1%),[71], the presence of bare areas of the sample and the large 

oxygen exposure I performed. On the other hand, the peaks at 287.4 and 531.2 eV are compatible with 

the formation of C–O bonds [72–75]. This suggests that some interaction occurs between the 

dissociated oxygen atoms and the GNRs. A reaction between oxygen atoms with pyrene compounds, 

especially in presence of a metal substrate, is possible and may lead to different oxygenated pyrene 

species, such as pyrene containing hydroxyl, carbonyl or epoxy functionalities. This phenomenon 

extends to larger carbon nanostructures as documented here [38] on the stability of 3,1 GNRs derived 

from DBBA when exposed to air. The formation of carbonyl groups is the most probable outcome 

from the observed binding energies. Additional O2 exposure at 300 °C causes a reduction of the C1s 

signal, indicating partial desorption of the nanostructures, and a relative increase of the 

high Eb components both in the C 1s and O 1s regions. 

 

 
Figure 28. XPS spectra of the C 1s (left) and O 1s (right) regions recorded on the GNRs/Ag(110) surface before and after O2 exposure. 

Given the observed changes in morphology in STM and evidence of reactions by the GNRs and 

oxygen, it is reasonable to state that this raises concerns over the stability of the GNRs in harsher, more 

realistic conditions. This will have to be taken into consideration when we eventually devise practical 

applications for the GNRs in the future.  
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5 PD-CYCLOMETALLATED COMPLEX [(5-BROMO-2-

PHENYLPYRIDINE)PD(Μ-CL)]2 (CYPD) ON AG(110) 

 

 

After investigating simpler graphene nanostructures as the graphene nanoribbons discussed in the 

previous chapter, the natural evolution of my research is to investigate more complex and suitably 

doped C-based networks. As explained in the introduction, quite a lot of work is available in the 

literature for C-based nanostructures doped with non-metal atoms [refs]. Viceversa, much less 

information is available on doping with transition metal atoms, though interesting properties are 

predicted by theory for these systems both for catalysis and sensoristic. Therefore I focused my 

attention on the possibility to produce TM-doped C-based networks starting from a precursor molecule 

already containing the metallic element. Here I present my findings for the Pd-cyclometallated 

complex [(5-bromo-2-phenylpyridine)Pd(μ-Cl)]2 deposited on Ag(110). I recall that I had both the di-

brominated and the hydrogenated version of the same compound available. The choice of starting with 

the former one is due to the tendency of aromatic hydrocarbon complexed to dehalogenate due to the 

interaction with the surface [ref] and hence to make C-bonds available for the formation of 

organometallic structures and/or for polymerization.  

The chemical characterization obtained by XPS is complemented by STM analysis of morphology of 

the self-assembled structures and by some DFT calculations which validate the models proposed.  

 

5.1 XPS RESULTS FOR CYPD ON AG(110) 
 

 

I begin my analysis of CyPd on Ag(110) by investigating the chemistry of the system using high-

resolution XPS. Figure 29 shows the Br 3d (panel a) and C 1s (panel b) spectra recorded during a 

CyPd uptake on Ag(110) at RT, i.e. following incremental doses of CyPd on the substrate. The total 

C 1s and Br 3d areas are reported in panel c and show that saturation coverage was reached after  8 

minutes as the dose, as the signal intensity did not increase significantly from 4 to 8 minutes of dosing. 

According to the STM information that I will discuss in the following, saturation coverage at RT 

corresponds to a full CyPd monolayer (ML). Rounding out the chemical information of CyPd/Ag(110), 

figure 3 shows the N 1s, C 1s, Cl 2p and Br 3d regions for the full CyPd monolayer of Figure 2 (bottom 

traces) and their evolution upon annealing to 150 °C (top traces). I also report I outcome of the fitting 

procedure that reveals the different components contributing to each spectrum. 
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Figure 29. XPS spectra of a) Br 3d and b) C 1s regions for the Ag(110) surface clean (black trace) and after increasing exposure of 

CyPd at RT (red traces). c) Total C 1s and Br 3d areas vs exposure time.  

Only one doublet is present in the Br 3d region at Eb(Br 3d5/2)=68.1 eV, i.e. at a binding energy 

corresponding to Br atoms bound to Ag. On the contrary, no traces of Br-C bonds appear around 70 

eV [23,76]. This behavior was already evident at the smallest dose. This indicates that full 

debromination of CyPd already occurs on Ag(110) at RT, consistent with what was observed for 

DBP/Ag(110) and for other halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon species [23,54,77].  

 

The Cl 2p spectrum, characterized by a doublet with Eb(Cl 2p3/2)=197.6 eV, is less conclusive since 

this binding energy is suitable for Cl atoms bound to a transition metITM) therefore either  Pd or Ag 

[78] in the context of CyPd on Ag(110). Because it can be either Pd or Ag, it is not possible to 

determine from XPS spectra if Cl atoms remain bound to the molecule or if they dissociate upon 

adsorption. 

 

 
Figure 30. XPS spectra of C 1s, N 1s, Cl 2p and Br 3d regions recorded for CyPd/Ag(110) at RT and saturation coverage and after 5 

min step-annealing up to 150 °C (upshifted for sake of clarity). The outcome of the fitting procedure and the different components 

identified are reported in each region. 

 

The C 1s spectrum observed at RT is quite complex and has a strongly asymmetric shape already at 

the smallest coverage of CyPd. It clearly indicates the presence of multiple components corresponding 

to C atoms in different chemical environments. The main line at Eb=284.7 is assigned to the unresolved 
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contributions of sp2C atoms (C–C component) and C-H bound carbon atoms [23,54]. The components 

at Eb=285.3 eV and 286.0 eV are in the range suitable for C-N bonds [79]. 

 

The N 1s spectrum at RT shows a single feature, which can be resolved into two components: a main 

one at 399.4 eV and minor one at 398.6 eV. Previous papers [80] suggest that both species are suitable 

for pyridinic nitrogen, though their assignment is not straightforward. They could be assigned to N 

atoms with a slightly different interaction with the Ag substrate. An Eb value corresponding to the 

higher energy component was observed for bi-isonicotinic acid on Ag(111) and attributed to nitrogen 

atoms weakly interacting with the substrate [81]. The lower energy component one the other hand is 

compatible with the signal measured in N-doped graphene on Ni(111) [82]  and may therefore 

indicate a stronger interaction with the substrate and possibly N-Ag bond formation.  

 

After characterizing the CyPd/Ag(110) system at RT, I investigated its thermal evolution to check if 

any polymerization occurs, as it was the case for DBP. Spectra were taken after heating the, up to a 

maximum temperature of 500°C, i.e., until almost complete desorption of the adsorbate.  

 

The top spectra in Figure 30 show the modification to the XPS spectra observed upon annealing to 150 

°C. Heating up the sample to this T caused the desorption of the aromatic part of the molecule. This is 

indicated by a ∼40% decrease of the C 1s and N 1s intensity. In the C 1s region, I observed a small 

downshift of ∼0.1 eV in Eb and the appearance of a small additional component at 283.4 eV. This 

could be because of some segregation of C induced by the annealing process or by the formation of 

additional Ag-C bonds. In this latter case, they should be different from those already formed at RT 

upon debromination. On the other hand, the intensity ratio of the two components in the N1s region 

gets inverted. This suggests that the amount of N atoms interacting more strongly with Ag increases 

slightly though the overall coverage decreases with annealing. However, as I will discuss later, the 

change in the N 1s spectrum is not fully reflected in the geometry of the self-assembled overlayer, that 

shows only minor changes upon annealing to 150 °C. Finally, annealing does not cause significant 

changes for Cl 2p and Br 3d regions, suggesting that the halogen atoms would remain stable on the 

surface.  

 

In a different preparation I followed the thermal evolution of CyPd/Ag(110) up to 500 °C. As shown 

Figure 31, the spectra at RT are perfectly equivalent to those discussed in Figure 30. I notice that the 

C 1s and N 1s intensity already drop from the first annealing steps, while the Cl and Br signals remain 

stable till 300 °C and 450 °C (spectrum not shown), respectively. To better visualize the thermal 

evolution of the CyPd/Ag(110) system, I took the Br 3d signal as a reference and plotted the C/Br, 

N/Br and Cl/Br area ratio in the bottom panel of Figure 31. Since I am interested in comparing the 

behavior of the different elemental constituents of CyPd and not in their absolute values, all the traces 

are further normalized to the value at RT. The graph shows that C and N have the same behavior: their 

intensity reduces to less than 40% of the original value when CyPd is annealed from RT to 200°C, 

indicating partial desorption of the organic part of the CyPd molecule. Then the peak areas remain 

almost stable while the peaks broaden and downshift in binding energy. I associate the residual C 1s 

and N 1s intensity to a degradation of the remaining Phe-Pyr units. The phenyl and/or pyridine rings 

would break and smaller fragments bind to the Ag surface. On the contrary, the Cl and Br intensity is 

stable up to much higher temperatures. Br remains on the surface over the full annealing range, while 

the Cl intensity drops above 300°C.  
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Figure 31. Top: Photoemission core level spectra of N 1s (purple), C 1s (red), Cl 2p (blue) and Br 3d (green) lines for the CyPd/Ag(110) 

system obtained upon 24 minutes of deposition at RT and following step-annealing up to 500 °C. Traces are normalized to the 

background of the corresponding spectrum recorded for clean Ag(110) (not shown) and upshifted for sake of clarity. hν = 515 eV, pass 

energy = 25 eV. Bottom: Thermal behavior of the C 1s, N 1s and Cl 2p lines. For a better visualization and to avoid systematic errors, 

the total C 1s, N 1s and Cl 2p areas are normalized to the corresponding Br 3d signal (assumed as constant) and to the value at RT. 

 

Considering the small dimensions of Cl and the higher desorption temperatures reported in literature 

[83], I suppose that some diffusion into the bulk may occur for the initial reduction of intensity. The 

overall higher thermal stability of halogen species indicates that the interaction with the substrate is 

stronger for the halogen atoms than for the organic fragments. I also want to mention that at RT, C:Br, 

C:Cl and C:N ratios are close to the stoichiometric value of 11:1, though there is a slight deficiency in 

C as seen in the table below [84].  
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 C:N Cl:N Br:N Br:Cl 

Expected ratio 11 1 1 1 

Expt. A (uptake) 7.89 0.81 0.84 1.04 

Expt. B (thermal evolution) 7.86 0.79 0.77 0.97 
Table 2.Stoichiometric ratios of elements for CyPd. Reported values here correspond to the saturation coverage at RT for both 

experiments. 

 

The CyPd elemental constituent that I haven’t mentioned yet is Pd. Indeed, as evident from the Pd 3d 

region reported in Figure 32, almost no intensity is observed around 335 eV (Pd 3d5/2) in spite of its 

relatively high cross section under the present experimental conditions. This indicates that throughout 

the deposition and thermal evolution, Pd atoms are efficiently screened, i.e., that they migrate below 

the Ag surface. The implication of this is that the CyPd interaction causes the breaking of the molelule 

and the release of Pd atoms, which are then free to migrate into the crystal. This hypothesis will be 

further developed in light of STM data and DFT calculations.  

 

 
Figure 32. XPS spectra of the Pd 3d region before and after CyPd deposition. No significant intensity is present at the binding energies 

expected for the Pd 3d lines (around 335 eV and 340 eV). 

 

For the moment I wish to mention that the possibility that the molecule dissociates in the crucible 

during sublimation is ruled out because: i) at RT, the C:Br, C:Cl and C:N ratios are close to the 

stoichiometric value of 11:1, though there is a slight deficiency in C [84], (see table XX; ii) as I will 

elaborate later, the molecular fragments organize on the surface in an ordered, reproducible, and 

periodic structure. If fragments were produced into the crucible because of thermal degradation 

catalyzed by the crucible material, the produced fragments would have different sublimation 

temperatures and therefore their relative abundance on the surface should be far from molecular 

stoichiometry. Iii) Thermogravimetric analysis of the molecules shows a clear drop off point at above 

300°C, Figure 33, suggesting that thermal degradation occurs much higher than the established 

sublimation temperature. Iv) Finally, the ATR-FTIR and XPS analysis of the fresh CyPd powders and 

after several sublimation cycles in the crucible yielded perfectly compatible results, further indicating 

that no degradation of the molecule had occurred, Figure 34 and Figure 35, respectively. 
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Figure 33. TGA analysis of CyPd. 

 

 

Figure 34.  FTIR ATR spectra of CyPd molecules in the 1650-550 cm-1 region. The spectra compare the CyPd Powder as prepared, 

recorded with a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FTIR spectrometer and after several sublimation cycles in the crucible, recorded with a 

Nicolet iS20 FTIR spectrometer. 
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Figure 35. XPS spectra of CyPd powders as prepared (red traces) and after several sublimation cycles (black traces). Br 3d, C 1s, Pd 

3d, Cl 2p and N 1s regions are reported. The spectra are recorded with a XPS, hemispherical analyser model 10–360 and monochromatic 

X-ray source model 10–610 by Physical Electronics. The slightly larger shape of the fresh CyPd spectra is due to limited charging effects 

during the acquisition of the spectrum, which do not affect our analysis. 

 

5.2 NEXAFS SPECTRA OF CYPD/AG(110) 
 

 
Figure 36. NEXAFS spectra of the C K-edge and N K-edge recorded with the linearly polarized photon beam impinging normal to the 

surface (corresponding to s-polarization) and at 85° incidence (corresponding to p-polarization). 

 

During the beamtime at Aloisa, we collected also the NEXAFS spectra corresponding to the RT 

preparations of Figure 30 and Figure 31. The scope of this experiment was to gain possible information 

of the orientation of the molecule or molecular fragments when adsorbed at the surface.  

The NEXAFS spectra of Figure 36 report the C and N K-edges recorded after deposition of a full 

monolayer of CyPd on Ag(110) at RT. Main resonances are present at 284.2 eV, with a shoulder at 
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284.8 eV and at 288.7 eV in the C K-edge spectrum recorded in p-polarization (continuous lines). 

Their intensity is reduced by a factor of ~10 in the s-polarization spectra (dashed lines), while broad 

structures centered around 293 eV and 300 eV appear. The energy region below 290 eV is dominated 

by π* resonances. I identify the peak at 284.2 eV and the smaller one at 288.7 eV with the 1s→π1
* 

and 1s→π2
* transitions from C 1s occupied core-levels to the lowest unoccupied molecular levels 

(LUMOs), in agreement with what reported in previous literature for the aromatic systems of phenyl 

rings [85]. The shoulder at 284.8 eV in the main π* resonance is likely related to the non-equivalent C 

atoms bound to N atoms in the pyridine unit [86].  A contribution of C-Ag interaction to the NEXAFS 

features cannot be excluded. The energy region above 290 eV is characterized by σ* resonances.  

 

The N K-edge spectra show peaks at 398.6 eV and 402.9 eV in p-polarization, while a large resonance 

around 408 eV is dominant in s-polarization. These features are assigned to the transition of N 1s 

electrons into the π1
*, π3

* and σ* molecular states, respectively, in good agreement with what reported 

for gas-phase pyridine [86] and for pyridine compounds on Au [79,87]. 

 

The strong polarization dependence of NEXAFS spectra implies a preferential orientation of the 

molecules. However, the residual intensity of π* transitions in the s-polarization spectra indicates that 

the molecular plane is not flat with respect to the surface. An estimation of the molecular tilt angle can 

be given by evaluating the s-/p-polarization intensity ratio and following the approach indicated by 

Stohr for a two-fold symmetry domain [51]. Considering the error introduced by the spectra 

normalization procedure as well as the azimuthal misalignment of the beam electric field with respect 

to the <001> direction due to the sample mounting, it was estimated that the molecules are  tilted by 

(20±10)° with respect to the surface plane.  

5.3 STM RESULTS OF CYPD ON AG(110) 
 

So far, I have detailed some interesting and unexpected chemistry on the CyPd/Ag(110) system based 

on the information obtained by XPS and NEXAFS.To complement this information, I studied the 

morphology of CyPd/Ag(110) by LT-STM under the same experimental conditions: the molecules 

were sublimated at Tsub=130°C on Ag(110) at RT and the same annealing steps were taken to observe 

the initial morphology of the layer and its thermal evolution. I mention too that these STM experiments 

are divided into two sections, the former corresponding to sub-ML coverage and the latter to a full ML 

at RT. Indeed, the experimental conditions (sample temperature, CyPd sublimation temperature and 

deposition time) were nominally the same in both experiments, but no full monolayer coverage could 

be reached in the first preparations. We deduce that the molecular flux on the surface was significantly 

lower and, indeed, XPS experiments indicate that this parameter generally increases after several 

sublimation cycles, i.e. when the molecules get better outgassed. Since the molecules self-assemble in 

different geometries in the two cases, I suggest that the kinetics of the self-assembly process plays a 

role in determining the final structure. If the flux is low, the molecules land on the surface and have 

time to dissociate, diffuse and interact with Ag atoms. Increasing the flux, the mobility of 

molecules/fragments is reduced and the probability of inter-molecular interactions during the 

formation of the self-assembly gets larger and may lead to completely different arrangement, as 

discussed in the following.    

 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure the CyPd flux directly in the experimental apparatuses 

available. 
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5.3.1 Sub ML coverage of CyPd on Ag(110) 
 

Upon deposition of CyPd on Ag(110) at RT I always observed the formation of extended self-

assembled patterns. In the case that only sub-ML coverage is reached, the observed geometry is the 

one reported in the overview of Figure 37. It should be noted that no isolated molecules were observed 

on the surface, but that these compact islands coexist with bare Ag(110) patches. On the other hand, I 

could not find traces of multilayer in the present experimental conditions, which suggests that CyPd 

adsorption is a self-limiting process: an attractive interaction among molecules is present and, at RT, 

they are mobile enough to diffuse on the surface to serve as a nucleation site for a new island of 

molecules or to merge an already existing one. 

 

 
Figure 37. STM overview of the self-assembly of CyPd on Ag(110) 

The 2D-network I observe for sub-ML coverage consists of lozenge-shaped features assembled in a 

double row-structure (Figure 37). The rows are oriented ±(60°±3°) off the <1-10> direction. Each 

feature consists of four lobes of slightly different brightness arranged in a rhomboidal shape and are 

surrounded by some interstitial dots. More details are shown in the enlarged image of Figure 38.  
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Figure 38. Details of the self-assembly. a) High resolution STM image of the self-assembled layer. The unit cell is marked by the black 

rectangle. The high symmetry directions of Ag(110) are marked in the bottom-right corner. b) upon annealing to 150 °C for 5 minutes 

(Imaging at 80 K). In both cases, image size: 6 x 6 nm2, V= -0.1V, I=0.1 nA. c) Height profiles cut along the red and green traces in 

panel B1), corresponding to the unit cell directions a and b, respectively. 

A comparison of the morphology of the CyPd/Ag(110) sample as grown at RT and after annealing to 

150 °C is shown in Figure 38. No significant changes are observed in the layer upon annealing to 

T=100 °C (not shown) and to 150 °C. Statistical analysis of several equivalent images and of line scans 

as the ones reported in c) helped me to determine the typical periodicities of the self-assembled 

geometry and eventually to draw the unit cell marked in Figure 38a. At RT, it is nearly rectangular, 

with unit cell vectors a=(0.97 ± 0.04) nm and b=(2.01 ± 0.10) nm aligned along the rows and 

perpendicular to them, respectively. The unit cell parameters are compatible within the error for the 

sample as grown and after annealing (see Table 3), confirming the deduction that the observed self-

assembled geometry is stable in the investigated temperature range. I remark that a smaller unit cell is 

not possible because the pairs of rows are slightly misaligned and the separation between one row and 

the next is not the same on either side. 

 

 
Table 3. Unit cell parameters of the ordered structures from CyPd on Ag(110) at RT deposition, 100 and 150°C annealing. 

 

Each unit cell consists of two lozenge-shaped features and four smaller and fainter dots. By comparing 

the experimentally determined values of the unit cell with the expected molecular dimensions of the 

isolated CyPd molecule (1.34 nm long and 1.05 nm wide), I estimated that there is one molecule per 

unit cell, with a corresponding local coverage of (5.1± 0.1)·1013 molecules/cm2. Looking at the 

structure inside the unit cell more closely, the two large features could correspond to the two halves of 

the molecule, while the dots around them are less straightforward to identify. Referring to previous 

literature on halogenated aromatic systems on the same surface [23,43] and considering the evidence 

of dehalogenation given by XPS, I can tentatively assign them to dissociated Br atoms and/or Ag 

adatoms taken from the substrate. However, this hypothesis needs to be verified due to the larger 

complexity of the CyPd/Ag(110) system with respect to the cited ones. Finally, I note that the structure 

of CyPd consists of two equivalent parts rotated by 180° with respect to each other, while careful 
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inspection of the high-resolution images of Figure 38a and b shows that all the lozenges have the same 

shape and orientation.   

 

5.3.2 DFT calculations: sub ML CyPd on Ag(110) 
 

The experimental information available for the CyPd/Ag(110) system was used as inputs by our 

partners at UNIMIB to model the system by DFT. I will present here the model of the structure 

observed at sub-ML coverage while in the section 5.3.4 the results relative to the full ML structures 

will be reported.  

 

Based on the STM images and on the XPS information, we tried to figure out a reasonable model for 

the self-assembly of Figure 38. Calculations were long and accurate. Our partners started from the 

geometry optimization and simulation of the STM image of the undissociated CyPd molecule (which 

is contrary to experimental evidence but functional to the development of the calculations) and 

proceeded to test different conformation of the dissociated molecule. They always based the choice of 

the next step on a close comparison between the simulated and experimentally observed geometry. I 

summarize here the main information functional to the interpretation of the experimental data; more 

details on DFT calculations can be found in ref. [84] and in the associated supporting material.  

The Ag(110) supercell model that was considered in the computational study (purple full cell in Figure 

39a) is almost coincident with the experimentally determined repeating unit and it is characterized by 

a surface area sufficient to support one Pd dimer complex (C22H14Br2N2Pd2Cl2) (Figure 39a). 
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Figure 39. a) Top and side view of Ag(110). The surface unit cell is shown in green, whereas the smallest unit cell with the same 

orientation as the experimental one (rotated by ≈60° with respect to the <1-10> direction) is marked in dashed purple. Given the size 

of CyPd, a (2 × 3) supercell was used (purple full cell). Ag atoms in the top and bottom layer are rendered in light grey; Ag atoms in 

the middle layer are rendered in dark grey. b) Scheme of possible adsorption/dissociation configurations of CyPd according to the 

different chemical connectivity.   

      

From here, the possible configurations of CyPd on the surface were considered and labelled as models 

1-4 (Figure 39b). Model 1 is the undissociated CyPd complex while the following models correspond 

to the molecule dissociated in two Phe-Pyr-Pd fragments and with different distribution of the halogen 

atoms (bound to a fragment or to the Ag substrate). For the moment only the dissociation pattern is 

considered; in a next step also the fact that Pd can migrate into the bulk will be taken into account.  In 

each model, the molecules/molecular fragments are deposited on the Ag supercell and the lowest 

energy configuration is calculated. Then the corresponding STM image is simulated and compared to 

the experimental one. Model 4, in which the halogen atoms are separated from the two Phe-Pyr-Pd 

fragments, best reproduces the experimental images of CyPd/Ag(110). However, since we know from 
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XPS that the Pd atoms do not stay at the surface, the new model 4-Ag was developed, in which a Pd-

Ag exchange is performed (Figure 40). This system is only +50 meV less stable with respect to model 

4. The atomic charge on the Ag atom attached to the phe-pyr fragment (+0.37 e-) is about the same as 

the one calculated for the Pd atom (+0.39 e-) in the previous model 4. Therefore, Model 4-Ag is the 

structure we propose as the one that best fits the experimental findings for sub ML CyPd (110). 

 

 
Figure 40. a) Top and side view for Model 4-Ag of CyPd/Ag(110). Red lines indicate the two main crystallographic directions <001> 

and <1-10>. Yellow lines indicate the estimated tilting angle values for the molecular fragments with respect to the metal surface plane. 

The unit cell is indicated by a yellow box. Atoms color code is the same as reported in Figure 4b. b) Simulated STM image (V=-0.5 V) 

with the optimized DFT adsorption configuration overlayed (Model 4-Ag). The two lozenge shaped features correspond to the phenyl-

pyridine unit bridged by Ag adatom (orange ball); the fainter surrounding dots are the dissociated Br (red ball) and Cl atoms (green 

ball). The pyridinic part of the ring has darker contrast with respect to the phenyl ring, appearing as a brighter protrusion in the STM 

image. Pd occupies the octahedral sites below the surface and hence it does not appear in the figure. The corresponding experimental 

STM image is reported in the bottom-left corner to underline the good matching.   

I mention that metal ion exchange between organometallic compounds and the metallic substrate has 

already been reported for several systems, as Ni porphyrins [88] and Co phthalocyanines [89] on 

Cu(111). The exchange is favored by annealing of the adsorbed layer but, when the molecules are 

sublimed at 700 K, their high thermal energy ignites the process already at RT. I do not believe this 

holds in the present case, in which the molecules were sublimed at 130 °C (403 K), while the exchange 

is likely to be favored by the dissociation of the CyPd complex upon interaction with the Ag surface. 

Diffusion of the Pd atom below the surface is not surprising, since the surface energy of Pd is 

significantly higher than that of Ag [90] (2.05 J/m2 for Pd and 1.25 J/m/2 for Ag), so that Pd atoms 

tend to migrate into the bulk of the Ag crystal. This is confirmed by state-of-the-art calculations on the 

growth of bimetallic AgPd clusters, showing the formation of a core-shell structure with Pd atoms 

preferentially in subsurface sites [91]. 

 

To verify this trend, and since our XPS data suggest that Pd atoms may go deeper into the crystal, the 

geometry optimization of Model 4-Ag of CyPd/Ag(110) was repeated increasing the slab thickness 

from 3 Ag layers up to 5 and 7 Ag layers. The outcome indicates that in the most stable configuration 

the Pd atoms are always in the middle of the slab (i.e., in the central Ag layer), with a gain in energy 

of -0.06 and -0.08 eV/Pd for the 5-layer and 7-layer slabs, respectively. The segregation effect of Pd 

in the subsurface metal layers can be even further facilitated by the high mobility of Ag atoms at the 

surface, which was not taken into account in the simulations and would support the experimental 

information.  
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Figure 41. a) STM image of CyPd upon RT deposition. The red cross marks the point where the STS spectrum of panel d) was recorded. 

Image size: 6.0 x 6.0 nm2, V =+0.2 V, I= 0.42 nA. b) and c) dI/dV maps taken at the bias voltages corresponding to local maxima in the 

STS spectrum of panel d). e) Line scans cut along the grey and black traces marked in the b) and c). 

 

After investigating the morphology of CyPd on Ag(110), I also collected complimentary information 

on the electronic structure by recording STS spectra and dI/dV maps. The outcome is reported in Figure 

41. The STM image of panel a) matches the double row structure described in Figure 38, though the 

internal structure of the lozenges is not evident due to the lower resolution. The STS spectrum of panel 

d) is measured at the center of a lozenge (cross in a) and is representative of the local density of states 

of CyPd around the Fermi Edge. In fact, several STS measurements performed at different points of 

the unit cell gave spectra equivalent to the one of panel d), which is characterized by a weak state at 

V~+0.20 V and by a broad and more intense one at V~−0.31 V. The rising tail above +0.5 V is coherent 

with that observed for other aromatic compounds as benzene [92]. The dI/dV maps recorded in 

correspondence of the observed states (panels b and c) show that the lozenges supposedly 

corresponding to the CyPd molecule have a different contrast at the two bias voltages. These 

differences are reflected in the line scans of panel e), cut along the lines marked on the dI/dV maps. 

While a lower and broader corrugation is found for V=+0.20 V, the profile measured at V=-0.31 V is 

sharper and with slightly asymmetric shape induced by the presence of a bright spot in each lozenge. 

STS and dI/dV maps suggest, therefore, the presence of a localized state around V=-0.31 V, in a 

position corresponding to the N atom in the pyridinic ring. This assignment agrees with the STS spectra 

of N-doped graphene with N atoms in pyridinic configuration [93], while the benzene ring is expected 

to have an empty state at higher energy (approximately 2.0 V) [92]. 
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5.3.3 Full ML coverage of CyPd on Ag(110) 
 

When repeating the CyPd deposition on Ag(110) at RT with a higher flux, I saw distinct structures 

compared to the sub-ML coverage. The polymorphic behaviour I report here shed light into the 

complexity of this system.  

 

The STM image in Figure 42 shows an overview of the Ag(110) surface after deposition of CyPd at 

RT for 30 minutes. The surface is covered by a compact overlayer of adsorbates. No clean areas of the 

Ag substrate nor evidence of double or multilayer formation is observed inspecting multiple areas of 

the sample. Given this, I could safely conclude that full monolayer coverage has been reached for this 

preparation and that the process is self-limiting.  

 

 
Figure 42. STM image of the Ag(110) surface after 30 min deposition of CyPd at RT. Image size: 21x21 nm2, V =0.36 V, I= 0.64 nA.  

A,B and C domains are separated by dashed lines. 

Three different self-assembled geometries (labelled A, B and C in the following) coexist in Figure 42. 

Figure 42 shows separate surface areas covered by extended domains of each of these structures. The 

common feature among them is the presence of stick-shaped units separated by dots and oriented ±30° 

off the <1-10> direction, which acts as a mirror axis. In domain A, all the sticks have the same 

orientation, while in domain B adjacent sticks have opposite orientation and form a sort of zig-zag 

pattern (see also enlarged images in Figure 43). Since it is difficult to distinguish A and B domains of 

the smallest size, for simplicity and to be able to define a unit cell we identify a domain as of A or B 

type if it contained a minimum of four sticks with the same or with alternating orientation, respectively. 

In structure C, the same sticks observed in structures A and B appear as minority structures, being 

surrounded by shorter features with a brighter end (Figure 43c). A few diamond-shaped features are 

also randomly present (see top-right corner of domain C in Figure 42). Arrangement C has a short-
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range and much lower degree of order and it disappears above RT; therefore, it will not be discussed 

in further details. 

 

 
Figure 43. STM images showing long-range order self-assemblies of type A, B and C. Images are recorded for the same sample of 

Figure 1c of the main text, i.e. upon 30 min deposition of CyPd at RT. Image size 14x14nm2, V=0.5V, i=0.2 nA. 

 

After deposition at RT, the sample was step annealed up to a maximum temperature T=450 °C to 

investigate the thermal evolution of the self-assembled layers. Annealing to 100°C resulted in the 

disappearance of structure C, a reduction in the extension of B and an increase of the area covered by 

structure A. Such behavior suggests that the most ordered geometry is also the most stable one. I also 

discovered that, at this T, two new structures appear (Figure 46): the former (labelled I) consists of 

isolated sticks lying on a c(2x2) reconstructed surface; it becomes dominant at 200 °C and is almost 

completely removed at 250 °C. The latter (R) consists of bare Ag(110) areas with a (2x1) 

reconstruction. The area covered by structure R increases from 100 °C to 350 °C, at which T it extends 

almost over the whole surface. Above 450°C, the reconstruction has been lifted and clean, 

unreconstructed Ag(110) terraces appear in STM images. 

 

5.3.3.1 Extended assemblies of type A and B  
 

I decided to look more closely at the ordered arrangements. Figure 44 shows an enlargement of self-

assemblies A and B, in which their geometry appears in better detail. The unit cell of structure A is 

defined by a black rhomboid with sides a=(1.26±0.01) nm and b=(2.24±0.04) nm. These vectors are 

oriented -12° and -58° off the <001> direction, respectively, and form an angle α=(46±3)° with each 

other. The unit cell contains one stick oriented nearly parallel to the b vector, and 6 dots of different 

brightness. Comparing the experimentally determined periodicities with the size of a CyPd molecule 

(1.34 nm long and 1.05 nm wide), I estimated a population of one molecule per unit cell, corresponding 

to a local coverage of (4.9±0.1)·1013 molecules/cm2. For structure B, the unit cell is nearly rectangular, 

with a=(1.56±0.02) nm, b=(2.39±0.06) nm and α=(89±3)°, and with vector b parallel to the <001> 

direction. The unit cell contains 2 sticks, oriented at +30° and -30° off <1-10>, respectively, and 8 

interstitial dots. Therefore, in this case the assembly is slightly more compact, accommodating 

(5.3±0.1)·1013 molecules/cm2. For both structures A and B, the unit cell parameters measured at RT 

and after annealing are compatible within the error. 
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Figure 44. a) and b): Close-up STM images (5 x 5 nm2) of the overview in Figure 1, showing the details of structures A and B, 

respectively. The unit cells are marked in black. 𝑎 = 3.0𝑖̂ −  𝑗̂, �⃗� = 3.0𝑖̂ − 6.5 𝑗 ̂ for structure A and 𝑎 = 4.5𝑗,̂ �⃗� = 5,5𝑖 ̂for structure 

B, being  𝑖,̂ 𝑗 ̂ the primitive unit vectors of Ag(110) in the <001> and <1-10> directions, respectively. c) Height profiles cut along the 

paths marked in panels a) and b) and corresponding to the unit cell sides. 

 

The sticks are basic constituents of the assemblies, and they are present in two different shapes. In 

most cases, they have a minimum at the center, but a few sticks with a central maximum appear in 

each overview. The high resolution STM image of Figure 45a and the corresponding line scans of 

Figure 45c emphasize this difference (the heat map in Figure 45b also highlights the two different 

sticks in even better detail). Sticks showing a minimum at their center (green continuous trace in panel 

c) are formed by two “comma-like” features facing each other. Each of them consists of a bright lobe 

(L) at the end of the stick and of a smaller and fainter lobe (F) pointing towards its center but misaligned 

with respect to the stick axis. Sticks with a maximum at their center present, on the contrary, a central 

lobe (Lc) slightly more protruding than the lateral ones (green dashed trace in panel c). The overall 

length is ~1.7 nm for both structures. The relative population of bright sticks in the compact assemblies 

of type A and B varies from 10% to 20% depending on T, as indicated in the histogram in panel d. 

Sticks are surrounded by several dots of alternating brightness. Since their density exceeds the number 

of halogen atoms expected for each molecule, I think that they correspond both to halogen and Ag 

atoms and indicate that a significant reorganization of surface atoms occurs upon CyPd adsorption and 

dissociation. 
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Figure 45. a) High resolution STM image of structure A recorded after annealing the sample to 150 °C for 5 min (4.5 x 3.1nm2, V=-0.1 

V, i=0.2nA). b) Same image of panel a) plotted with a different color palette to better highlight details. c) Height profiles cut along the 

traces marked in panel a. d) Histogram showing the distribution of bright sticks in domains A and B. 

 

5.3.3.2 Isolated structure and surface reconstruction 
 

After annealing the sample to 100 °C, desorption of the Phe-Pyr units occurs. This is consistent with 

the XPS information that the organic component strongly reduces when increasing the temperature. 

Sample areas with little or no molecule-related features start to appear in STM images. Figure 46a 

shows a STM overview of the Ag(110) surface after annealing to 200 °C. Most of the surface is covered 

with structure I, which consists of isolated sticks oriented + 60° off the <1-10> direction. All the sticks 

have a central bright lobe and are ~1.7 nm long, thus, they highly resemble those already discussed for 

assemblies A and B. They sit on top of Ag terraces presenting a slightly compressed hexagonal pattern 

(see panel b) which, for fcc crystals, corresponds to a c(2x2) reconstruction of the (110) face. 

Therefore, the different orientation of the sticks (±60° off <1-10> instead of ±30° for the compact 

structures) could be related to the low density and/or to the symmetry of the reconstructed Ag terrace. 

In addition, a few areas with a rectangular pattern typical of a p(2x1) reconstruction of the substrate 

(indicated by R – see unit cell dimensions and orientation marked in panel c) are visible in the 

overview. Such patches grow with T and cover most of the surface at 350 °C. I remark that no 

molecular features are found on the R structure. This observation indicates that R becomes 

energetically favored only after complete local desorption of the organic fragments.  
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Figure 46. a): Overview STM image of the Ag(110) surface covered with structure I. Domains with reconstructed p(2x1) surface are 

also present and labelled as R. The image was recorded after step-annealing the sample to 200 °C for 5 minutes (20x20 nm2, V= 0.5 

V, i=0.2 nA). b) and c): Close-ups of I and R structures (6 x 6nm2, V=-0.5 V). The unit cell of the reconstructed surface is reported on 

both panels; dimensions are expressed in nm.  

5.3.4 DFT calculations: full ML CyPd on Ag(110) 
 

To determine the atomic structure and conformation of the bright sticks, a second DFT study was 

performed starting from a model consistent with the experimental evidence. We recall that XPS data 

suggests dissociative adsorption of CyPd on the Ag surface followed by Pd atoms diffusion into the 

surface. Cl and Br atoms disappear only for T > 300 °C and T> 450 °C, respectively, i.e., at a much 

higher temperature than the organic fragments, suggesting that also for the full ML structures the 

halogen atoms are detached from the molecule and adsorbed to the surface. Furthermore, the presence 

of a c(2x2) reconstruction must be considered. Based on this information, we assume that each stick 

is formed by two Phe-Pyr units (molecular structure of CyPd in Figure 21) anchored to the Ag surface. 

Halogen atoms are not explicitly present in the model, because we consider that they bind to a surface 

Ag atom immediately after dissociation from the organic fragments, and act then as spectators. 

Similarly, Pd atoms are not explicitly considered in the proposed model since, based on our previous 

calculations [84], they are expected to become buried beneath the Ag surface.  
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Figure 47. Top and side views for adsorption models of CyPd on Ag(110)-c(2×2). The two main crystallographic directions (<001> 

and <1-10>) are indicated by the red arrows. The (6 × 3√2) supercell is shown in red. Relative energies (with respect to configuration 

a) are reported below each panel (in eV). Color coding: Ag atoms belonging to Ag(110) surface are in gray, Ag adatoms due to the 

c(2×2)  reconstruction are in yellow, C atoms are in black, N atoms are in blue, and H atoms are in white. Ag adatoms involved in 

interaction with the molecular fragments are labeled as (1) and (2), as described in the text. 

 

The proposed adsorption models for dissociated CyPd on the Ag(110)-c(2x2) surface are reported in 

Figure 47, starting from two Phe-Pyr units in a trans configuration (see Figure 47a). The trans 

configuration, in which N atoms of the Pyr rings are on opposite sides of the two units (see blue atoms 

in the red box of Figure 47a), is expected to form after dissociation of a CyPd molecule and diffusion 

of the fragments on the surface. The optimized dimeric organometallic structure, named trans (Phe-

Pyr)2Ag, presents the two Phe-Pyr units almost aligned to each other and linked together through one 

Ag adatom (1), thus forming two bridging organometallic C-Ag-C bonds. Each Phe-Pyr unit is also 

anchored to another Ag adatom (2) by C-Ag and N-Ag bonds. It is worth noting that this configuration 

is stabilized through the passivation of all dangling bonds (produced by dissociation of the Pd and 

halogen atoms from the original molecule) by the Ag substrate, and that the new C-Ag and N-Ag bonds 

are responsible for the molecule orientation. The optimized model does not display any geometrical 

atomic protrusion at the expected location for the Ag adatom (as shown from the side view in Figure 

6a), and it is thus consistent with the experimentally observed sticks with central minimum (Figure 

45a and b) present in structures A and B. Indeed, the corresponding simulated STM image (see Figure 

48) well reproduces the experimental image of the repeating unit of arrangements A and B (Figure 44), 

showing two features with brighter lobes towards the outside and fainter lobes facing each other. 
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Figure 48. Simulated STM images of the models reported in Figure 7. Panels a, b, c, and d correspond to geometries a, b, c, and d of 

Figure 7, respectively. Yellow lines indicate the two main crystallographic directions: <001>, and <1-10>. Atoms of the CyPd molecule 

(C in green, N in blue, and H in white) and the Ag adatoms (in orange) contained in the (6 × 3√2) supercell are superimposed on the 

image to facilitate its understanding. V = −0.1 V, ILDOS iso-surface value of 5 × 10–5 |e|/a0
3. 

 

To explain why sticks in structure I (and in smaller numbers also in structures A and B) present a bright 

central lobe, we considered the possibility that a C-C coupling reaction occurs, which converts (Phe-

Pyr)2Ag into the organic dimer 6,6′-diphenyl-3,3′-bipyridine (Phe-Pyr)2. Direct conversion from 

trans (Phe-Pyr)2Ag (in Figure 47a) to trans (Phe-Pyr)2 (Figure 47c), although largely exothermic (-

2.12 eV), is likely to be kinetically hindered. In fact, the formation of the new C-C bond requires the 

two Phe-Pyr fragments to move over the surface and around the Ag adatom (1) till they get close 

enough for the C-C coupling. These adjustments could be energetically demanding since one organic 

fragment (e.g. the one on the left) must break a strong interaction with the Ag adatom (2) on the same 

row of Ag adatom (1) and establish a new bond with a Ag adatom in another row (compare Figure 6a 

and 6c). Therefore, we propose the alternative easier path shown in Figure 7bd: one Phe-Pyr unit of 

trans (Phe-Pyr)2Ag flips on the surface around the Ag adatom (2), without need to detach from both 

Ag adatom (1) and (2), and converts into the cis (Phe-Pyrs)2Ag conformer (Figure 6b). Starting from 

this new conformer, the C-C coupling can more easily take place and lead directly to the final cis (Phe-

Pyr)2 product (in Figure 6d). In this case, no detachment of the Phe-Pyr uint from the surface is needed 

because the two C atoms are now on the same side of the Ag(2)-Ag(1)-Ag(2) row. The activation 

barrier for this last step is computed to be 0.55 eV. Note that the simulated STM image of cis (Phe-

Pyr)2 (in Figure 7d) is in better agreement with the experimental images of sticks with a central 

maximum (in Figure 5b) than the corresponding simulated STM image of trans (Phe-Pyr)2 (in Figure 
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48c). Simulated STM images were performed for all the models and they are in agreement with the 

experiment Experimentally, we observe that the density of bright sticks increases after the first 

annealing steps (see figure 41, above in the text), though the overall molecular coverage at the surface 

decreases significantly. This evidence is coherent with the small activation barrier found by DFT 

calculations in the conversion from configuration a) to d) (Figure 47) and confirms that this mechanism 

competes with desorption. 

 

Finally, we should address the role of halogens and the presence of a surface reconstruction. We recall 

that Cl and Br remain stable at the surface up to temperatures much higher than the Phe-Pyr units. In 

particular, Br is stable well above the values measured in similar experiments leading to surface 

assisted synthesis of C-based networks [23,36,94]. An efficient desorption mechanism for halogen 

atoms chemisorbed on metals is to react with H and leave the surface in the form of hydrogen halide. 

This was the case, e.g. for di-bromo-pyrene, di-bromo-benzene and di-bromo-tetracene [23,94,95] on 

Ag or Cu surfaces. In those works, H is provided by further thermal induced dehydrogenation of the 

precursor molecule, or even by controlled exposure of the sample to a flux of atomic H [94]. The 

situation is different in the present case, since no additional C-H bonds are broken upon annealing; 

instead, Phe-Pyr units are likely to desorb intact or to cross-couple to form (Phe-Pyr)2. We believe that 

the unavailability of H is the reason for the higher thermal stability of halogens with respect to other 

literature data, since they will desorb as diatomic molecules or metal halides [83,96,97] or, in case of 

the small Cl atom, may diffuse into the substrate [83].   

 

Isolated sticks sit on a c(2x2) reconstructed surface, while a p(2x1) pattern appears in areas where all 

the (Phe-Pyr)2 units have desorbed. Coherently, the latter domains get more and more extended with 

increasing T, i.e., when the coverage of organic fragments reduces. This is indicative of a strong 

surface rearrangement upon interaction with CyPd. We mention that, due to their open structure, (110) 

faces of fcc crystals are prone to surface reconstruction and roughening [98]. Such reorganization is 

certainly favored by the strong mobility of Ag adatoms, provided by step edges [99], and by the 

presence of halogen atoms, which are known to form superstructures on several metal surfaces [96,97]. 

However, we believe the present situation to be more complex. On the one hand, some atom 

reorganization is evident already at RT but, due to the dense packing of organic structures, it is not 

possible to understand if the surface underneath the adsorbates is reconstructed or if the additional 

atoms simply surround the sticks. Indeed, each Phe-Pyr fragment anchors to two Ag adatoms according 

to our model and it is reasonable that this is a driving mechanism for the displacement of Ag adatoms. 

On the other hand, we believe that halogens have a role in the reconstructed phases observed above 

RT, but that the observed superstructure is due to Ag adatoms. We base our statement on the following 

observation: i) the halogen coverage (nearly 1/4 of ML at RT) is not sufficient to justify the extended 

reconstruction observed as due to Cl and/or Br atoms; the c(2x2) reconstruction coexists with the 

isolated sticks and is observed in a T range in which both Cl and Br are stable on the surface. When 

the Cl signal decreases significantly (T≥300 °C), only clean, p(2x1)-reconstructed terraces are 

observed by STM. Therefore, we suggest that halogen atoms promote surface reconstruction, as 

previously reported for other elements on Ag(110)  [100,101].  

 

To summarize, from the DFT investigation above, the following picture emerges: the CyPd molecules 

land on the surface and dissociate; the two newly formed Phe-Pyr fragments align along a Ag(2)-

Ag(1)-Ag(2) row, the dangling N and C bonds saturate towards the same Ag adatom (2), while the 

dangling C bond resulting from debromination saturates towards another Ag adatom (1) of the same 

row, forming a trans (Phe-Pyr)2Ag species (Figure 47a). The overall appearance in STM images is a 

stick-shaped structure with a minimum at the center (in line with Figure 44a and b). When enough 

energy is provided, through thermal annealing up to at least 100 °C, a fast trans-cis interconversion 

occurs (Figure 47b), followed by C-C coupling and formation of a cis (Phe-Pyr)2 compound (Figure 
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47d). Since the latter lies flat on the surface, it appears as a stick with a central maximum (in line with 

structure I in Figure 46). 

 

Therefore, our combined experimental and theoretical analysis suggests that surface assisted synthesis 

of the (Phe-Pyr)2 compound occurs on Ag(110) by cross-coupling reaction of the two identical organic 

fragments generated by dissociation of a single organometallic CyPd unit. This is at variance with the 

majority of cross coupling reactions, which most often are used to build larger compounds or complex 

molecular architectures starting from the co-adsorption of different molecular species or from different 

molecules of the same precursor.  
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6 LOW TEMPERATURE (LT) DEPOSITION OF CYPD ON AG(110) - 
STM 

6.1 STM RESULTS 
 

As my first experiment, I deposited CyPd with Tsub=110 °C on Ag(110) at -100 °C and I monitored 

the surface by LT-STM. Figure 49 shows STM images after 15 min and 1 min CyPd deposition at LT. 

Panel a) denotes that the structures are arranged in quasi hexagonal symmetry and with a periodicity 

0.4nm. While imaging this preparation, I notice that the sample is strongly interacting with the tip and 

when I could resolve an image, it was not flat. Hence, I assume I have produced multilayer of loosely 

bound CyPd molecules which are strongly interacting with the tip. Since 15 minutes of deposition time 

produced a multilayer, I diminished the deposition time to 1 minute, while keeping the substrate and 

evaporation temperature unchanged. The resulting surface panel b consists of patches of clean Ag and 

what seems to be amorphous clusters/multilayer of CyPd molecules. The next step was to anneal the 

layer, which I am going to discuss in the next section.  

 

 
Figure 49. Structures observed on the surface after a) 15 minutes and b) 1 minute of deposition time keeping the substrate at -100°C. 

15-minute deposition resulted in what appears to be disordered/multilayer of AB005 molecules (a) with dimensions that were 

inconsistent with those found in previous images of the surface at RT deposition. 

The sample prepared with 15 minutes deposition was then annealed to RT for 5 minutes. Figure 50 

shows the corresponding STM images. Here, I notice that the majority structure (panels a and b) 

consists of a complex arrangement in which a central diamond-shaped feature is surrounded by two 

sticks at the top and the bottom, respectively, and by 6 fainter lobes. It should be noted that I chose not 

to discuss the minority structure in panel c because it is observed only seldom and because it is more 

disordered and much less defined. While individual structures seem similar individual elements of 

previous preparations, it is more practical to focus on the ordered structures here.  

 

Two unit cells with dimensions a=1.2 nm, b=2.5 nm and were identified depending on the orientation 

of the longer lattice vector (-12° or sometimes at +24° off <1-10>). They have the same dimensions 

within experimental error and in both cases the lattice vectors form an angle of 72° with respect to 

each other. However, these unit cells are not mirror images of each other because their orientation is 

not the same if the <1-10> direction is used as a line of symmetry. As for some more internal 

dimensions within the unit cell, the top and bottom sticks measure at around 1 nm in length and the 
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diamond is around 0.8 nm long. Given the dimensions of the unit cell, the measurements and 

appearances of the individual elements in the unit cell, it is reasonable to consider that the diamond is 

made of two Phe-pyr units coupled together like in the cross-coupling case (section 5.3.3) albeit 

arranged in a slightly different way. The sticks meanwhile could be the same bi-phe-pyr units in the 

cross-coupling case [102].  

 

 
Figure 50. Structures observed after annealing the LT deposition for 5 minutes at RT. Panels a) and b) are teh self-assembled structures 

of CyPd while panel c) shows an amorphous monolayer.  

The bias dependence the self-assembled structures in Figure 50a and b were also investigated and 

shown in Figure 51. Overall, the structures are stable up to ±2 V and I observe noticeable topographical 

differences only at the highest positive bias, as it is shown in Figure 51 for the 24° case. The bottom 

part of the figure reports the line scans cut along the lines marked in ±500 mV bias image, showing 

the changes in the apparent height of the structures. In general, a gradual decrease in apparent height 

is observed for very high bias settings (positive or negative). On the other hand, at the lowest bias the 

diamond features result as formed by 6 lobes, the top and bottom of which are brighter than the others. 

This is reflected in the line scans (2), cut parallel to the long direction of the unit cell. The last set of 

line scans (3) shows that the sticks are comprised of three balls of different apparent height, making 

the stick appear lopsided/tilted. Just like the middle part of the unit cell, the sticks undergo a significant 

change in morphology at high positive bias (+1500 and +2000 mV) becoming less resolved. The bias 

dependence of the self-assembly oriented at -12° behaves in the same way. I only remark that the tallest 

apparent height is observed at ±300 mV. Shortest apparent height is maintained at the highest bias for 

both positive and negative values.  
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Figure 51. Bias dependence of the self-assembled structures formed by AB005 under LT deposition and RT annealing. The structure 

here is oriented +24° wrt Ag [11̅0] direction. Lower bias ranges show a few substructures and features of the suspected molecule 

especially in the middle of the structure. Higher biases result in the loss of fine structures in the line scans. The apparent height profile 

taken along the limescans marked in the STM image at 500 mV are shown below. 
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Figure 52. STM image of CyPd annealed to RT after 1 minute deposition at LT. The central terrace shows what could be a transition 

from the amorphous monolayer encircled in red (with features similar to those observed in CyPd deposited at RT in the previous 

chapters) to an ordered structure only observed when CyPd is deposited at LT and annealed back to RT.  

  

I would still like to mention some more observations that relate to the self-assemblies I have observed 

up to this point. First is that even though the same ordered structure was observed in both 1- and 15-

minute deposition times after annealing to RT, the preparation of 15 minutes deposition yielded the 

ordered structure as the majority structure meaning that there was far more coverage of the ordered 

structure than the amorphous one. For the 1-minute deposition the situation is flipped where the 

amorphous structure dominates and the ordered structure only start to appear more regularly after 

annealing for an extended period at RT, about an additional 15 minutes. In the 1-minute deposition, 

by annealing it I have observed local areas on the surface that showcase a transition from the 

amorphous to ordered self-assemblies as seen in Figure 52. Both disordered regions (upper terrace) 

and areas with a well-ordered pattern (bottom terraces) coexist on the surface. The latter is equivalent 

to those I already presented in Figure 50.  

6.2 XPS RESULTS 
 

 STM data are complemented by XPS experiments performed with synchrotron radiation. At 

variance with the STM preparations, deposition of CyPd was done with the substrate at 200K and the 

sample was then annealed for 5 minutes at RT. Figure 53 reports the Br 3d, Cl 2p, C 1s, N 1s and Pd 

3d regions. The bottom spectrum refers the sample at LT while the upper traces were recorded after 

annealing. The spectrum corresponding to saturation coverage for deposition at RT is also reported for 

comparison (dashed red trace). I notice that at LT (orange solid line), the Br3d region shows a major 
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doublet at 68.3/69.3 eV, corresponding to Br-Ag bonds, and a minor one at 70.7/71.7 eV, indicating 

that a small fraction of C-Br bonds is still present. This is indicative that a fraction of molecules is not 

fully dibrominated yet. The C1s region at LT deposition also shows both a slight upshift and a broader 

shape compared to RT deposition. 

 

 
Figure 53. XPS spectra of Ag(110) sample after exposure to AB005 at T= -70oC for 40 mins (orange dash-lines). The sample was then 

annealed to RT (green dash-line) staying for 5 minutes, being compared to Ag(110) after exposure to AB005 at RT (red dash-line). 

Panels correspond to regions: Br 3d, Cl 2p, C 1s, N 1s, Pd 3d, hν = 515 eV, PE = 25 eV. 

 

 Upon annealing to RT, the XPS spectra are almost identical to those recorded upon RT deposition 

both from the point of view of the peak shape, while only slight variations in the Cl and Br intensity 

are observed. I also remark that the total C 1s intensity is not significantly diminished upon annealing, 

indicating a similar total coverage at 200 K and at RT. This information suggests that, from a chemical 

perspective, the annealed sample that was deposited at LT is equivalent to the sample deposited at RT, 

in spite of the different geometry observed by STM in the two cases. The common features seem to be 

the short sticks and diamonds, which are present in structure C in the RT preparation and appears in 

the present experiment both in the ordered and disordered arrangements.  

 One final consideration is about the Pd 3d region, in which I do not see significant intensity 

corresponding to the Pd lines (expected at 335 and 340 eV). This is indicative that Pd is diffusing 

below the crystal also at 200 K. Though it is quite unexpected, I should consider that the STM images 

indicate that fragmentation of the molecule is possible already at low T and that the spectra refer to a 

(sub)-ML coverage, as inferred by comparison the intensity of the RT spectra. Further investigation, 

repeating the LT deposition up to the achievement of a thick CyPd layer would be necessary to verify 

this point.  

 

Note that due to the similarities between the XPS of CyPd as it is annealed to RT and in section 5.1 

(and therefore the chemical nature of the species on the surface), it is unclear what exactly is the 

composition of the central part of the unit cell. This is assuming that the molecule splits apart as it was 

hypothesized in the previous preparations at higher temperature. Even though a clean or reconstructed 

surface such as ones found in the RT deposition of CyPd cannot be found, it is still clear that the 

halogens dissociated and continued to interact strongly with the Ag substrate just as was speculated 

for RT deposition of CyPd [84,102].  

 

For now, I would like to propose what could be a plausible model given the possible dissociation and 

cross coupling of the molecular fragments and dimensions of the features on the surface. I propose the 
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following coupling configuration in Figure 54. The model accounts for the dangling bond that we think 

persists from the dissociation of the molecule and the repulsion that might occur with the pyridine 

groups (hence they face outward). It should be noted that the model has yet to be confirmed by 

calculations or models at the time of writing, but this proposed configuration has already been 

mentioned to our partners in UNIMIB and would work on this model in the soonest possible 

opportunity.  

 

  
Figure 54. A proposed model (a); untested) for the self-assembly after RT annealing of the LT deposition of CyPd (b and c). 

PD-CYCLOMETALLATED COMPLEX [(2-PHENYLPYRIDINE)PD(Μ-

CL)]2 (CYPD_2) ON AG(110) 
 

The last precursor molecule I investigated in my thesis is the non-brominated version of CyPd, [(2-

phenylpyridine)Pd(μ-Cl)]2 (CyPd_2), which I deposited on Ag(110) at RT.  

 

Looking at CyPd_2 is beneficial because it should help further clarify a couple of things that arose 

from CyPd. First, it would be interesting to know how much of the reconstructed surface in the 

previous experiment was influenced by bromine, chlorine, or both. Second, how does the morphology 

and chemistry of this molecule and substrate differ from CyPd/Ag(110)? I previously proposed that 

CyPd readily fragments on the substrate and depending on the conditions, would further undergo cross-

coupling along with the Ag substrate undergoing reconstruction. ([84,102]) Does also CyPd_2 

fragment on the surface? And how do the fragments arrange, since the Phe-Pyr units have one 

anchoring point less that CyPd? Finally, does Pd behave as for CyPd_2? 

 

I underline that I performed these experiments as last experimental activity in the Genova laboratory, 

hence a full analysis is still running and the level of interpretation is lower than for the CyPd results.   

6.3 XPS RESULTS FOR CYPD_2 ON AG(110) 
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Figure 55.Uptake (blue traces) and annealing (red traces) of carbon and chlorine for CyPd_2. Cl2p signal is given a x2 multiplier for 

visualization  

 
Figure 56. Uptake (blue traces) and annealing (red traces) of nitrogen and palladium for CyPd_2. N1s signal is given a x5 multiplier 

while Pd3d was given a x3 multiplier for visualization 

I first looked at the uptake/deposition of CyPd_2 on Ag(110) at RT and subsequent annealing using 

XPS. Figure 55 shows the C 1s, Cl 2p and Figure 56 shows Pd 3d and N 1s regions recorded during 

an uptake experiment (bottom, blue traces) and following step-annealing (top, red traces). Just like 

with CyPd, there is a slight shift in the C1s spectra to lower binding energy after annealing and the 

overall shape of the C1s spectra suggests multiple components as well. Te position of the Cl2p suggests 

a metal-Cl bond just like like in CyPd. Finally, Pd is also absent here. This absence points to possible 

fragmentation similar to what happened to CyPd.  
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In Figure 57 I report the total C and Cl intensity during the uptake. I notice that the saturation coverage 

is achieved after 80 minutes deposition time. However, the peak growth with exposure is not the same 

for carbon and chlorine. Indeed, the uptake for carbon increases faster than the one of chlorine and 

reaches the maximum already after 40 minutes deposition. Chlorine on the ot her hand does not have 

a well-defined point of saturation. The stochiometric ratio of carbon to chlorine varies depending on 

the deposition time, being much in favor of C for short doses and moving close to the ratio of 11:1, 

which reflects the composition of the molecule, after 80 minutes exposure. It was not possible to 

effectively detect a Cl2p signal until after 5 minutes of deposition time.  

 

 
Figure 57. Uptake and thermal evolution following the concentration of carbon and chlorine on the surface 

The excess of C in the intermediate doses could be due some contamination of the substrate, since C 

segregation may easily occur. Degradation of the molecule upon heating has been ruled out for the 

same reasons discussed for CyPd. Furthermore, since Cl is lighter than Phe-Pyr units, if fragmentation 

occurred into the crucible, I would expect an excess of Cl rather than of C on the surface. 

 

Annealing the CyPd_2 layer in steps of 50°C increments shows a different behaviour for carbon and 

chlorine, which reproduces what already observed for CyPd. The C 1s signal drops significantly above 

150°C and then it remains roughly stable up to 300°C. On the other hand, initially chlorine decreases 

much more slowly than carbon, and it drops in intensity above 250°C. In my previous experiments on 

CyPd/Ag(110), I observed that the halogens desorb last upon annealing the system (Figure 31) while 

the organic fragment desorbs sharply above 150 °C. This behavior is consistent with the one reported 

here for CyPd_2 and strongly suggests that also CyPd_2 dissociates upon interaction with the metal 

surface. Similarly, also the Pd signal is absent, indicating that it diffuses into the crystal.  

 

I performed follow up experiments with the intention of passivating the surface of Ag(110), which 

might prevent the migration of Pd into the bulk material. As a first attempt, I tried to increase the Cl 

coverage at the surface. To do that, I deposited CyPd_2 at saturation coverage (80 minutes) and 

desorbed only the organic part by annealing to 250°C. Then I performed a subsequent deposition for 

another 80 minutes. XPS spectra reveal that the organic component was successfully desorbed by the 

almost complete disappearance of the C 1s signal while the Cl 2p intensity reduced by approximately 

a factor of two. However, also after the second dose, Pd was not seen again (spectra not shown). 
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6.4 STM RESULTS FOR CYPD_2 ON AG(110) 
 

I also checked CyPd_2 on Ag(110) just like what was done previously with CyPd. Given the behavior 

I observed in XPS, it would be interesting how CyPd_2 compares with CyPd morphologically. Figure 

58 shows CyPd_2 on Ag(110) after annealing at 100°C. Some familiar structures appear on the surface 

such as a self-assembly on the upper terrace and extensive Ag reconstruction on the lower terraces. 

The presence of reconstruction is significant because this meant that for this system, chlorine was 

predominantly responsible for the reconstruction. Also, upon closer inspection, the self-assembled 

structures on the upper terrace have a different morphology than CyPd. I suspect that CyPd_2 not 

having bromine, and therefore fewer dangling bonds after possible dehalogenation, changes the 

interaction of CyPd_2 with the substrate and the resulting self-assembly. It should be noted that this 

interpretation is still preliminary and as of the time of writing, more possible models are being 

considered.  

 
Figure 58. a) Overview of CyPd_2 on Ag(110) deposited at RT and subsequently annealed to 100C and b) corresponding linescans of 

the self-assembled structures and surface reconstruction. 
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7 APPENDIX 
 

I would like to add a section of this dissertation detailing the work that I did with the Nanophysics 

Laboratory group in the Centro de Física de Materiales (CFM) located in the University of the Basque 

Country (UPV), Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain. I got involved in one of their projects as part of my 

internship for 10 weeks (two and a half months). The project in question concerns the synthesis and 

characterization by LT-STM of TM-coordinated cyano functionalized chiral graphene nanoribbons 

(Co+CN-chGNRs).  

 

The context for the study is similar to what I have already enumerated in this dissertation and 

elsewhere. The group also investigates other types of graphene nanoribbons grown by means of a 

bottom-up approach and using different precursor molecules to form ribbons with different geometries 

and therefore edge sites and electronic structure. They have previously studied chiral GNRs that has a 

(3,1) edge site configuration (3 zigzag 1 armchair) synthesized using a DBBA precursor on Au(111)  

[103,104]. Previously, they investigated the pristine GNRs using LT-STM and XPS (morphology, 

electronic band structure, etc.) and also the stability of these GNRs when exposed to a controlled 

oxygen atmosphere and in air. [38,105] A logical progression of this study was to look at similar 

structures with additional functionalization and depending on the functional group, possible 

coordination with metal atoms. I entered the project specifically when they would be investigating 

cyano-DBBA based chiral GNRs coordinated to Co2+ atoms on Au(111). The investigation includes 

inspecting the morphology of the nanoribbons, determining the electronic structure of each type 

(pristine, mono, and double Co2+coordinated ribbons) and if the coordinated and un-coordinated 

structures interact with oxygen. It should be mentioned that the results stated here are preliminary and 

further experiments could be conducted like XPS or ARPES to compliment the STM and STS data.   

7.1 PROCEDURE 
 

The experimental procedure for producing the nanoribbons is the same as in other experiments 

involving the formation of extended 2D carbon nanostructures by a bottom-up approach on a metallic 

substrate. The precursor molecule selected here is 2,2’-dibromo-9,9’-bianthracene (see Figure 59). The 

pristine/unfunctionalized molecule has been previously used to synthesize 3,1 chiral GNRs taking 

advantage of the same surface-assisted Ullmann coupling reaction as before [38]. The resulting pristine 

GNRs in this paper have been thoroughly studied regarding their morphology and band structure, as 

well as investigated for any interaction with oxygen. These GNRs are stable only up to certain exposure 

conditions to oxygen and react readily when exposed to air. [38] 
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Figure 59. Synthetic procedure to form Co-coordinated CN-chGNRs on Au(111). The DBBA precursor molecules were deposited on the 

substrate that was kept at RT, the metal salt (CoBr2) deposited right after. The whole system was step annealed to facilitate the 

polymerization of the precursors, the CN-chGNRs formation and the Co coordination between the ribbons (seen in more detail in section 

7.2.1). 

 

The precursor molecules used in this work are functionalized with two cyano groups at the edges. The 

idea is that the cyano groups would act as ligands coordinating to the Co ions on the substrate. To 

begin, the molecules were evaporated (T=210°C) on Au(111). Just like in the previous experiments, 

the substrate was held at RT. The total deposition time for DBBA was 3 minutes. After inspecting the 

surface to confirm the deposition of DBBA, CoBr2 was evaporated on the substrate (Tevap=380°C) for 

1 minute, keeping the substrate at RT. The system was then step annealed with the following protocol: 

200°C for 10 minutes (polymerization step), 350°C for 40 minutes (cyclodehydrogenation step), and 

finally 390°C for 45 minutes to clean up the substrate removing possible contamination from the 

preparation chamber as seen in Figure 59. It was previously established that the nanoribbons were 

stable above 400°C. We investigated the system using STM (morphology) and STS (electronic states). 

The system was then exposed to oxygen with the sample at RT. O2 was dosed to 1e-7 mbar and the 

system was exposed for 30 minutes (xxx Langmuirs). We investigated the system again using STM 

and STS to figure out any changes in the GNRs electronic structure.  

  

7.2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
 

In this section I will briefly discuss the general results obtained from the measurements on the Co+CN-

chGNRs system. The methodology presented earlier yielded three different species on the surface. We 

were able to see “pristine” CN-chGNRs, GNRs that are coordinated to Co only on one side, and GNRs 

coordinated with Co on both sides. Images and spectra shown here are taken with a CO-functionalized 

tip.  

 

Functionalizing the tip takes advantage of the fact that the p orbitals on a molecule such as CO has a 

much narrower cross section and effectively “becomes the tip.” A CO tip is much more sensitive to 

the valence and conduction bands of molecules on the surface for example. This is achieved by dosing 

the STM chamber with CO while under LHe (4K). After dosing and before scanning the molecules, a 
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CO can be picked up by scanning a clean area at a low bias (-500 mV) until a change in contrast is 

observed. The molecules were then imaged as one would with a metallic tip.  

7.2.1 Co-coordinated CN-chGNRs on Au(111) – STM 
 

It is possible to see all three species in one self-assembly of nanoribbons on Au(111) as shown in 

Figure 60. An easy way to spot each one is by measuring the separation of the nanoribbons. The Co 

coordination induces a significant separation between two GNRs that is noticeable even just by visual 

inspection. Bond-resolved STM (BR-STM) images show the internal bonding structure of the 

nanoribbons and further highlight the difference between each of them. Figure 60 shows BR-STM 

images of the different types of nanoribbons. 

 

 
Figure 60. Bond-resolved (BR) STM images of the GNRs: CN-chGNRs (no Co coordination) in red, CN-chGNRs with Co coordination 

on one side only in green, and CN-chGNRs with Co coordination on both sides in yellow. 

 

We investigated the electronic band structure of each nanoribbon type using STS in order to identify 

the positions of the valence and conduction band and define their band gap value. Pristine CN-chGNRs 

have a band gap of ~980 mV while coordination with a TM like Co shrinks the band gap considerably. 

The band structure of the mono-coordinated GNR in Figure 61c shows a state at -400 mV, which could 

be assigned to the valence band (HOMO) and a state at +70 mV, which could correspond to the 

conduction band (LUMO), leading to a bandgap of 470 mV. In comparison, CN-chGNRs were found 

to have a VB at -713 mV and CB at +273 mV. The dI/dV maps taken at constant height (Figure 61) 

confirm that the LDOS for the mono coordinated GNRs correspond to the assigned VB and CB.  
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Figure 61. a) BR STM and dI/dV maps of the conduction and valence bands of the mono coordinated GNRs taken at constant height and 

with a CO functionalized tip, b) the same nanoribbons in a) in normal mode (morphology) with the dI/dV maps taken on the ribbons 

enclosed by the green outline and c) the spectra on the right mark the local density of states suggesting the position of the energy gap 

for the GNR. 

 

7.2.2 Reactivity of Co+CN-chGNRs on Au(111) with oxygen 
 

After oxygen exposure, we did not observe any changes in the morphology of all three species of 

GNRs. We noticed though that taking dI/dV spectra and dI/dV maps of the GNRs became more 

difficult. The electronic structure of pristine CN-chGNRs remains unaffected as expected given the 

level of oxygen exposure. In the case of mono coordinated GNRs we measured a downshift of the VB 

from -400 mV to -710 mV, equal to the VB of the pristine CN-chGNRs. 

 

Double coordinated GNRs seem also to be unaffected, but due to the difficulty of measuring dI/dV 

spectra, eventual changes induced by oxygen could not be tracked. 
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Figure 62. BR-STM and dI/dV maps taken with a CO functionalized tip in constant height mode comparing oxygen exposed (left) to not 

exposed (right) CN-chGNRs without Co-coordination. Notice that the dI/dV maps show no clear difference in the CB and VB before and 

after exposure to oxygen. 

 

 
Figure 63. dI/dV maps taken after oxygen exposure on CN-chGNRs, mono and double coordinated CN-chGNRs. Notice how the VB of 

the mono coordinated GNRs seems to disappear after exposure while the CB appears to be unaffected.  

 

To summarize, for the entire duration of my internship, I, with the rest of the Nanophysics group 

successfully synthesized Co-coordinated CN-chGNRs using CN-DBBA on Au(111). The electronic 

band structure of all possible species of Co-coordination were determined with noticeable differences 

with the pristine GNRs. Changes in the GNRs upon oxygen exposure were not observed at first. 

However, some evidence points to a shift in the VB of mono coordinated GNRs. More experiments 

are required to reliably observe any changes induced by oxygen as well as to observe the system under 

more realistic conditions such as in air.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES  
 

At the end of my doctorate as stated in this dissertation, I have investigated multiple C-based 

nanostructures in terms of their morphology and chemical behaviour on a metal substrate. To achieve 

this, I studied these systems under UHV conditions both with the LT-STM and XPS. Because of the 

diverse nature of the carbon nanostructures studied, the goals for each experiment were slightly 

different. That being said, the overall intended outcome is the same. I studied the self-assemblies and 

other thermally-activated products of DBP, CyPd, and CyPd_2 on Ag(110) with the aim of correlating 

the structure observed on the surface with the precursor molecules. For DBP, which forms GNRs with 

a special edge-site sequence (two zig-zag and one armchair sites), I studied also the stability in a 

controlled oxygen environment.  

 

All of the systems were studied by first depositing the precursor molecules on Ag(110) kept at RT and 

subsequently subjected to step annealing. The combined information provided by STM and XPS gave 

me a more complete picture of what was happening to each carbon nanostructure. In the case of CyPd, 

the experimental data were also used to model what was happening on the surface using DFT 

calculations. The DFT calculations provided by our partners corroborated the model that I proposed 

for CyPd on Ag.  

 

With all the findings in the past three years, I conclude the following: 

 

I have shown that graphene nanoribbons synthesized from 1,6 DBP on Ag(110) reacts with oxygen 

under controlled conditions. I have shown that the GNRs/Ag(110) system undergoes significant 

modification upon oxygen exposure, especially at higher temperatures (300°C). Specifically, the GNRs 

appear more disordered and separated and the surface contains Ag-O complexes positioned in between 

the GNRs and at clean Ag patches. These results suggest that care must be taken due the modification 

of supported GNRs and the substrate upon exposure to reactive gases. This insight opens important 

perspectives for the optimization of the transfer procedure of the nanoribbons on a different substrate, 

as well as for operating nanostructure-based devices under realistic conditions. These results, along 

with other characterizations such as the electronic band structure of these GNRs, were published in 

ref. [37]. 

 

Next, I was able to present the first investigation of the self-assembly of Pd-cyclometallated 

compounds deposited on a noble metal surface. The CyPd/Ag(110) system exhibited an unexpected 

and peculiar behavior. I reported an ordered self-assembled layer of paired rows of lozenge-shaped 

features with interstitial dots in between them. A deeper analysis and a mechanistic study, based on 

density functional theory calculations and corroborated by the experimental findings, indicate that the 

molecule dissociates due to the interaction with the metal substrate. The halogen atoms bind to the 

surface; the two phe-pyr fragments saturate towards an Ag adatom and, under certain experimental 

conditions, may undergo cross coupling and form diphenyl-bipyridine molecules; the Pd atoms diffuse 

inside the Ag substrate. Therefore, the formation of a C-based network at the surface occurs upon a 

drastic modification of the system. The atomistic details of reaction steps reveal the active role played 

by the metal substrate in promoting the chemistry of the deposited Pd cyclometallates. The first pat of 

this research is published in ref.[84]. In a second publication [102], I focus on what happens to the 

Phe-Pyr fragments when, following CyPd deposition at higher flux and achievement of a full ML 

coverage, undergo the cross coupling reaction. The model developed with the help of DFT suggests 

that, initially, Ag atoms form the organometallic complexes (Phe-Pyr)2-Ag. Eventually, a cross 
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coupling reaction occurs between the two equivalent fragments originating from the precursor 

molecule to produce (Phe-Pyr)2. This process is thermally activated and competes with desorption of 

the organic fragments. I propose that it occurs through and intermediate step in which one Phe-Pyr 

unit of the organometallic complex flips into cis-position. The very good agreement between the 

simulated STM images of the initial and final configurations and the experimental ones supports the 

validity of our conclusions. I also discovered that the Ag substrate is deeply perturbed by CyPd 

adsorption. Halogen atoms released by the molecules bind to the substrate and promote a 

reconstruction, which is c(2x2) around the isolated (Phe-Pyr)2 units and p(2x1) in areas where 

complete desorption of the organic part has occurred. This behavior suggests an active role of halogen 

species in the reorganization of the surface morphology.  

 

I also performed complementary experiments on the parent molecule CyPd_2 for comparison. XPS 

spectra suggest a similar behaviour of CyPd_2 and CyPd. I observed similar desorption temperatures 

for the organic and halogen fragments and similar spectral shapes. This suggests that also CyPd_2 

fragments upon interaction with the surface. The similar behaviour from the chemical point of view 

does no correspond to similar self-assembled geometries when observed with STM. Though my STM 

data are very preliminary and do not allow me to draw any conclusions yet, I hypothesize that the 

difference is related to the slightly different composition of the two molecules. In fact, CyPd_2 does 

not possess 2 bromination sites so that the Phe-Pyr fragments anchor to the Ag surface with only two 

bonds instead of three. This difference aside, significant surface reconstruction was also observed. This 

could be due to the remaining halogens in the system (Cl) continuing to modify the substrate like 

before. It must be stated that the observations for CyPd_2 are deemed preliminary results and require 

further investigation. 

 

I believe that my findings open new perspectives for the potential uses of these carbon nanostructures. 

On one hand, we continue to see promise of GNRs in nanoelectronics applications even though their 

reactivity to oxygen needs to be considered. On the other hand, more complex systems like that of 

cyclometallated complexes CyPd and CyPd_2 exhibit unexpected chemistry that require further 

investigation. This is especially true if we imagine this class of molecules utilized as part of an on-

surface catalytic or sensoristic structure. I see the possibility of further refinement of the GNRs by the 

possible introduction of functional groups or tweaking the morphology of the GNRs by forming 

products with different edge site configurations. For CyPd and CyPd_2, it would be reasonable to 

explore alternative substrates to observe the self-assembled molecules and to explore similar molecules 

like a cyclometallated complex with a different TM center or halogenation at a different position in 

the complex.  
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